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Abstract
This thesis presents planners and controllers for robust physics-based manip-
ulation in real-time. By physics-based manipulation, I refer to manipulation
tasks where a physics model is required to predict the consequences of robot
actions, for example, when a robot pushes obstacles aside in a fridge to retrieve
an object behind them.
There are two major problems with physics-based planning using traditional
techniques. First, uncertainty, both in physics predictions and in state estima-
tion, can result in the failure of many physics-based plans when executed in the
real-world. Second, the computational expense of making physics-based pre-
dictions can make planning slow and can be a major bottleneck for real-time
control. I address both of these problems in this thesis.
To address uncertainty, first, I present an online re-planning algorithm based
on trajectory optimization. It reacts, in real-time, to changes in physics pre-
dictions to successfully complete a manipulation task. Second, some open-loop
physics-based plans succeed in the real-world under uncertainty. How can one
generate such robust open-loop plans with guarantees? I provide conditions for
robustness in the real-world based on contraction theory. I also present a robust
planner and a controller. It autonomously switches between robust open-loop
execution, and closed-loop control to complete a manipulation task. Third, a
robot can be optimistic in the face of uncertainty. It can adapt its actions to the
accuracy requirements of a task. I present such a task-adaptive planner that
embraces uncertainty, pushing fast for easy tasks, and slow for more difficult
tasks.
To address the problem of computationally expensive physics-based predic-
tions, I present learned and analytical coarse physics models for single and
multi-object manipulation. They are cheap to compute but can be inaccurate.
On the other hand, fine physics models provide the best predictions but are
computationally expensive. I present algorithms that combine coarse and fine
physics models through parallel-in-time integration. The result is orders of
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Imagine a future society where robots instead of humans do most of the physical
tasks; for example, house chores like cleaning or factory work like picking and
packing objects into boxes. At the heart of this robotics revolution are robots
that can reason about the result of their physical interactions with objects in
the environment. These physical interactions include a wide variety of actions
such as toppling, throwing, pushing, bending etc. Robots use these actions
to manipulate objects, changing their states, to achieve a desired goal - like a
cleared table-top. This is the physics-based robotic manipulation problem.
Today, I do not see these robots in our everyday lives due to two major
challenges - uncertainty and multi-contact interactions.
Uncertainty: To manipulate an object, a robot needs to know where the
object is - its state. However, this is uncertain, i.e. not exactly known. State
uncertainty is one of the major reasons for failure in robotic manipulation. An-
other source of uncertainty is predicting states with physics models. Incomplete
knowledge about object parameters such as friction, mass, and exact shape at
high resolution contribute to this physics uncertainty. For example, the effects
of a robot’s push on an object can be uncertain. The object can rotate left or
right and this can lead to failures if the correct prediction is not used, or if an
uncertainty-aware strategy is not used.
Multi-contact interactions: Reaching into a shelf can require a robot
to make contact with a single object and maybe push it aside. This pushed
object can then go on to push and dislocate other objects in the shelf. Physics
predictions for such a multi-contact interaction is computationally expensive.
It leads to long manipulation planning times.
In this thesis, I develop planners, controllers, and associated algorithms to
perform robotic manipulation under both sources of uncertainty - in state and
physics model parameters. I also address long prediction times during multi-
contact interactions. I propose planning and control algorithms where physics
predictions play a central role, to achieve robust manipulation in real-time.
2 Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Main themes
My goal of robust physics-based robotic manipulation in real-time leads to sev-
eral interesting opportunities and challenges. These are the main themes of this
thesis:
1. Closed-loop physics-based control significantly improves robotic manipula-
tion success rates in the real-world.
Physics-based manipulation in clutter has been addressed with motion
planners tailored for open-loop execution. However, such open-loop meth-
ods are likely to fail, since it is not possible to model the dynamics of the
multi-body multi-contact physical system with enough accuracy, neither
is it reasonable to expect robots to know the exact physical properties of
objects, such as frictional, inertial, and geometrical.
In this thesis, I propose closed-loop approaches to physics-based manip-
ulation under uncertainty. I show significant improvements in real-world
success rates in difficult cluttered environments, compared to traditional
open-loop methods.
2. Real-time re-planning cycles can be achieved through an appropriate un-
derlying planning algorithm — one that accepts warm-starts.
The main challenge in closed-loop methods for physics-based manipu-
lation is the long planning times. It makes fast re-planning and fluent
execution difficult to realize.
In order to address this, I propose an easily parallelizable stochastic tra-
jectory optimization based algorithm that generates a sequence of optimal
controls. During execution, warm-starting this optimizer with portions of
a previous plan leads to convergence after a small number of iterations.
This makes it possible to perform real time re-planning cycles and achieve
reactive manipulation under clutter and uncertainty.
3. Fully robust open-loop plans are desirable but may not exist for many
physics-based manipulation problems. Interleaving robust open-loop exe-
cution and closed-loop control can improve success rates and lead to more
fluent/real-time execution.
Fully robust trajectories are guaranteed to succeed when executed open-
loop, one action after the other, without feedback from the environment.
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They are desirable for a few reasons. First, physics-based re-planning
time is still high for some problems, inducing noticeable delays during
manipulation plan execution, while robust open-loop execution is fluent.
More importantly, some dynamic tasks may require a much smaller re-
planning time — otherwise a pushed object can quickly roll and fall-off
the table before the robot takes its next action.
Fully robust trajectories can involve a robot’s motion in free space or fun-
nelling actions, for example, where an object is tightly caged between a
robot’s gripper and a shelf. These fully robust trajectories are extremely
difficult to find or may not exist for many multi-contact manipulation
problems. For example, a multi-object robot push that reduces uncer-
tainty in all the objects in contact may not exist, perhaps because of the
specific configuration of objects.
In this thesis, I separate a trajectory into robust and non-robust segments
through a minimum cost path search on a robustness graph. Robust
segments are executed open-loop and non-robust segments are executed
with model-predictive control. This results in improved success rates while
simultaneously achieving a more fluent/real-time execution.
4. Robots can adapt their actions to the accuracy requirements of a task —
pushing fast for low accuracy tasks and slow for high accuracy tasks.
Humans use a wide variety of actions to complete everyday manipula-
tion tasks. For example, reaching quickly into an almost empty shelf to
retrieve an object versus carefully searching a shelf filled with glassware.
An important question is how can robots embrace uncertainty and exhibit
such task-adaptive behaviour.
In this thesis, I propose an algorithm for task-adaptive physics-based ma-
nipulation. The key feature of the algorithm is that it can adapt to the
accuracy requirements of a task, by slowing down and generating “care-
ful” motion when the task requires high accuracy, and by speeding up and
moving fast when the task tolerates inaccuracy. I formulate the problem
as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) with action-dependent stochastic-
ity and propose an approximate online solution to it. I use a trajectory
optimizer with a deterministic model to suggest promising actions to the
MDP, to reduce computation time spent on evaluating different actions.
My real-robot results show that with a task-adaptive planning and control
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approach, a robot can choose fast or slow actions depending on the task
accuracy and uncertainty level.
5. Coarse and fine physics models can be combined to generate hybrid mod-
els. With such models, physics-based manipulation planning time can be
significantly reduced, without sacrificing success rates.
Given an initial state and a sequence of controls, the problem of pre-
dicting the resulting sequence of states is a key component of a variety
of model-based planning and control algorithms. However, this process is
computationally expensive.
In this thesis, I propose combining a coarse (i.e. computationally cheap
but not very accurate) predictive physics model, with a fine (i.e. compu-
tationally expensive but accurate) predictive physics model, to generate a
hybrid model that is at the required speed and accuracy for a given manip-
ulation task. My approach is based on the Parareal algorithm, a parallel-
in-time integration method used for computing numerical solutions for
general systems of ordinary differential equations. I adapt Parareal to
combine a coarse pushing model with an off-the-shelf physics engine to
deliver physics-based predictions that are as accurate as the physics en-
gine but run in substantially less wall-clock time, thanks to parallelization
across time. With these hybrid physics models, I can achieve the same
success rates as the planner that uses the off-the-shelf physics engine di-
rectly, but significantly faster.
6. A learned coarse physics model can lead to faster Parareal convergence,
and thus faster physics-based manipulation planning and control.
Parallel-in-time integration methods can help to leverage parallel com-
puting to accelerate physics predictions and thus planning. The Parareal
algorithm iterates between a coarse serial integrator and a fine parallel
integrator. A key challenge is to devise a coarse model that is computa-
tionally cheap but accurate enough for Parareal to converge quickly.
In this thesis, I investigate the use of a deep neural network (DNN) physics
model as a coarse model for Parareal in the context of robotic manipula-
tion. It handles the multi-contact cases as opposed to prior work. More
importantly, I find that such a learned DNN model leads to faster Parareal
convergence compared to an analytical coarse model. Faster Parareal con-




Here, I provide a list of my contributions:
• An on-line re-planning algorithm to address uncertainty during grasping
in clutter. It is based on a novel stochastic trajectory optimizer where
I minimize a weighted combination of grasping in clutter costs, along a
trajectory. This is the first work that shows real-time re-planning cycles
in difficult and cluttered real-robot physics-based manipulation environ-
ments [3].
• A planning and control framework that autonomously switches between
open-loop execution (for robust trajectory segments), and model-predictive
control (for non-robust segments) to complete a physics-based manipula-
tion task. I formulate the problem of separating a trajectory into robust
and non-robust segments as search on a directed robustness graph [4].
• A derivation of divergence metrics through contraction theory, to quan-
tify robustness to state uncertainty, in the presence of real-world model
inaccuracies. It is a better predictor of real-world robustness compared to
those proposed in prior work [4].
• A novel robust planner based on trajectory optimization. It uses robust-
ness metrics as a cost to be minimized along a trajectory [4].
• A formulation of task-adaptive manipulation planning as a Markov Deci-
sion Process (MDP) with action-dependent stochasticity [2].
• An online solution to the stochastic MDP for task-adaptive manipulation.
I sample the action space with a trajectory optimizer, to generate actions
for evaluation under the MDP setting. The robot generates fast or slow
pushes depending on the task [2].
• Proposing learned and analytical coarse physics models for multi-contact
physics-based manipulation [5, 6].
• A combination of coarse and fine physics models to speed-up physics pre-
dictions during robotic manipulation through parallel-in-time integration
[5, 6].
• An extension of the parallel-in-time integration algorithm, Parareal to
handle infeasible contact state updates through projections to the feasible
state space [5, 6].
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• Implementation of the aforementioned algorithms on a real-robot plat-
form, the UR5 with a 2-finger gripper, mounted on the ridgeback, an
omni-directional base.
1.3 Roadmap
Chapter 3 introduces the online re-planning algorithm based on trajectory op-
timization for grasping in clutter. Chapter 4 introduces the robust planning
framework that interleaves robust open-loop and closed-loop execution for ma-
nipulation. Chapter 5 introduces a task-adaptive planning algorithm that allows
a robot to embrace uncertainty, adapt to tasks, pushing fast or slow. Chapter 6
combines coarse and fine physics models through parallel-in-time integration.




As robots generate plans that involve both prehensile and non-prehensile ac-
tions, the problem of uncertainty is inevitable. This is demonstrated for ex-
ample by Yu et al. [97], where they collect a million controlled object pushes
in the real-world, and show the associated real-world uncertainty. This thesis
addresses two major sources of uncertainty - state uncertainty and model in-
accuracies. Prior work has addressed manipulation under uncertainty through
open-loop execution [52, 24, 102], robust open-loop execution [73, 57, 101],
closed-loop control policies [40, 3, 17], and uncertainty-aware controllers [2, 48,
80].
Clutter is another challenge that is encountered during manipulation. Robots
often need to make multi-contact interactions to reach for a target object [76,
3], retrieve a target object [15], or re-arrange objects on a table surface [39].
During these contact interactions, physics predictions play a central role, but
can be inaccurate and most importantly computationally expensive.
In this thesis I propose a variety of planning and control methods to handle
physics-based manipulation under uncertainty. I investigate robust open-loop
methods, closed-loop methods, combinations of robust open-loop and closed-
loop methods, and uncertainty-aware controllers. This thesis also includes novel
work on combining different physics models to generate hybrid models. The goal
is to speed-up physics predictions, and thus manipulation planning and control.
In Sec. 2.1 I discuss prior work on manipulation tasks with multiple objects
and contact interactions. Sec. 2.2 explains prior work where open-loop exe-
cution is used to complete manipulation tasks. Sec. 2.3 details related work
on methods that account for uncertainty at the planning stage to generate
robust plans. Sec. 2.4 explains prior work on closed-loop policies for manipula-
tion. Sec. 2.5 discusses related work on uncertainty-aware controllers. Sec. 2.6
discusses different methods used to speed-up physics simulators for planning.
Sec. 2.7 explains prior work on combining physics models for planning. Sec. 2.8
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discusses prior work on using visual dynamics models for robotic manipulation,
and Sec. 2.9 summarizes the related works chapter.
2.1 Manipulation in Clutter
Stilman et al. [87], investigated the manipulation planning amongst movable
obstacles problem. The task involves static and movable objects and the goal is
to place a desired movable object in a target location. They propose an efficient
algorithm that generates quick manipulation plans in a highly nonlinear search
space of exponential dimension. Here, contact interactions between the robot
and objects are not allowed.
Haustein et al. [39] considered the rearrangement planning problem. It
involves re-arranging a scene, placing multiple objects in desired locations,
through pushes. They propose a planner that solves the rearrangement plan-
ning problem through search for dynamic transitions between statically stable
states in the joint configuration space, instead of the state space. Thus, they
reduced the search space by a factor of two.
Dogar et al. [24] propose a method to solve the grasping through clutter
problem. The task is for a robot to reach through multiple objects, and grasp
a target object. In the proposed framework, a grasp approach trajectory is
planned by considering offline computations of robot-object interactions. This
lead to improved grasp success rates, compared to methods that avoided all
contact interactions. However, more complex object-object interactions were
avoided to make the problem computationally tractable.
Srivastava et al. [86] tackle a similar grasping through clutter problem through
a task and motion planning approach. They use off-the-shelf task and motion
planners with a new representational abstraction, and show results on a real
PR2 robot. However, contact interactions were not considered. Laskey et al.
[58] address the grasping in clutter problem. They use a hierarchy of super-
visors for learning from demonstrations. They show the learned policy on a
custom planar robot, where multi-contact interactions were allowed. More re-
cently, Kitaev et al. [53] also tackle the grasping in clutter problem, through
physics-based trajectory optimization. They define a cost for grasping in clut-
ter and minimize it with the iterative linear quadratic regulator (iLQR). They
considered robot-object and object-object interactions, but showed results only
in simulation.
This thesis considers manipulation tasks that involve multiple objects. Most
prior work [87, 39, 24, 86] either completely avoid contact or limit their nature.
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Similar to a few prior works [58, 53], I focus on grasping in clutter and push-
planning tasks with no restrictions on the nature of contact interactions to be
used — all robot-object and object-object contact interactions are allowed.
2.2 Open-Loop Execution
Prior work has presented planners to address the physics-based manipulation
problem, with open-loop execution on a real robot. These planners generate
a manipulation plan without considering uncertainty, and execute the actions
open-loop, without feedback from the environment.
King et al. [52] present a randomized kinodynamic planner to address the
rearrangement planning problem. They carefully select the physics model to re-
duce the state and action space, and thus make the search tractable. Specifically,
they use a quasi-static pushing model and show real-robot full arm manipulation
results.
Dogar et al. [24] present a planning method for grasping in clutter where mul-
tiple robot-object interactions are possible. They pre-compute and cache these
robot-object interactions such that physics-based planning can be tractable.
The resulting manipulation plans are executed open-loop on a real-robot.
Zito et al. [102] present a two-level rapidly exploring random trees (RRT)
planner one for the global path, and the other to plan local pushes. The manip-
ulation problem is split into a planner that works in the object’s configuration
space, and a local planner in the robot’s joint space that moves the object
between a pair of RRT nodes.
Cruciani and Smith [21] proposed a three-stage method for in-hand ma-
nipulation, with a focus on pivoting. It uses a simplified physics model for
pivoting an object in the robot’s gripper. The simplified model uses inertial
forces from the robot’s arm and a controlled rotational friction at the gripper’s
tip for pivoting. They show real-world, open-loop pivoting motions on a Baxter
robot.
Papallas and Dogar [76] include high-level human-operator input at the ma-
nipulation planning stage, to simplify planning. Human inputs are in the form
of an ordered sequence of objects and their approximate goal locations. The
underlying framework uses randomized kinodynamic planning and converts this
high-level plan into a low-level manipulation plan. The resulting plans are then
executed open-loop on a real-robot.
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While these open-loop methods succeed in limited settings, their success
rates decrease in more complex uncertain environments with increased multi-
contact interactions [3]. In this thesis I conduct experiments that show how
open-loop manipulation plans fail in the real-world.
2.3 Robust Open-Loop Execution
To increase success rates during open-loop execution, prior work has considered
uncertainty at the manipulation planning stage.
Muhayyuddin et al. [73] propose p-KPIECE, a randomized kinodynamic,
physics-based planner that generates robot actions that are robust to both ob-
ject pose and contact dynamics uncertainty.
Anders, Kaelbling, and Lozano-Perez [9] perform belief-space planning to
generate planar robust push actions, through a learned belief-state transition
model. The problem involves contact interactions with multiple objects and the
deterministic belief-state transition model is trained offline through supervised
learning.
Luders, Kothari, and How [65] propose chance-constrained rapidly-exploring
random trees. It handles environmental uncertainty by considering the trade-
off between planner conservatism and the risk of infeasibility. It has mostly
been applied to motion planning problems in the configuration space, without
contact interactions.
Johnson, King, and Srinivasa [47] derive divergence metrics to quantify ro-
bustness to state uncertainty. It is based on contraction theory [63] which
studies the evolution of the infinitesimal distance between any two neighbor-
ing trajectories and provides conclusions on the finite distance between them.
They use these metrics in randomized kinodynamic planners to generate robust
motion plans.
Koval et al. [57] formulate robust open-loop manipulation planning as a
best-arm variant of the multi-armed bandit problem. They use a kinodynamic
planner to generate manipulation plans and evaluate these plans through noisy
rollouts to pick the “best arm”. Given a rollout budget, they use the successive
rejects algorithm to allocate rollouts between candidates. They tackle the rear-
rangement planning problem and show robust open-loop plans on a real-robot.
With these robust open-loop planners, success rates increase compared to
traditional open-loop execution. However, robust open-loop plans are difficult
to find as they may depend on a particular set of “funneling” actions. These
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robust plans tend to be pessimistic/conservative and may not exist for many
physics-based manipulation problems.
In this thesis, I also seek robust open-loop plans that complete the manipu-
lation task without feedback. However, I propose methods that find and accept
segments of a plan that are robust and can be executed open-loop. .
2.4 Closed-loop Control Policies
Feedback during execution can help improve success rates in physics-based ma-
nipulation. I discuss two lines of work that include feedback — closed-loop
controllers and learned policies.
2.4.1 Closed-loop controllers
Hogan and Rodriguez [41] introduce the pusher-slider problem, where the mo-
tion of a slider object is controlled solely through contact from the pusher ob-
ject. The work uses a mixture of model-predictive control (MPC) and integer
programming to capture dynamics constraints and achieve real-time control.
However, they rely on a family of contact mode sequences to choose from dur-
ing planning. With MPC, they execute the first action in a planned trajectory,
get feedback, update the internal state, generate a new plan, execute the first
action of this new plan, and repeat until the task is complete. Extending the
prior work in [41], Hogan, Grau, and Rodriguez [40] search for contact mode
sequences offline, and optimal control inputs online in a convex hybrid MPC
setting, for reactive planar contact-based manipulation. Such MPC methods
have also been used in prior work to stabilize complex humanoid behaviours
[90], and visually manipulate fabric [42].
Zhou et al. [101] propose a probabilistic algorithm to sequentially reduce
state uncertainty during grasping until an object’s pose is uniquely known,
under stochastic dynamics. They create an offline planning tree through a
combination of open-loop action sequence search and feedback state estimation
with particle filtering.
Huang, Jia, and Mason [45] solve a tabletop rearrangement planning prob-
lem with policy roll-outs and an iterated local search approach to escape local
minima. Controls are executed with MPC on a real-robot, in densely packed
environments with up to 100 objects.
Papallas, Cohn, and Dogar [75] consider the reaching through clutter prob-
lem under uncertainty. They propose a framework with a human-in-the-loop
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during closed-loop execution. In the framework, a robot plans and executes a
trajectory autonomously, but can also seek high-level suggestions from a human
operator if required at any point during execution.
While these prior methods have achieved improved success rates under un-
certainty, a major drawback in online control here is computationally expensive
physics predictions that lead to high re-planning times [6, 5].
2.4.2 Learned Policies
Robust learned robot policies have also been developed in prior work for physics-
based manipulation.
Bejjani et al. [16] use a learned value function and look-ahead planning, in an
online setting, to generate physics-based manipulation plans in clutter. Yuan
et al. [98] use deep reinforcement learning to learn an object rearrangement
policy which is then further adapted for the real-world through additional real-
world manipulation data. Laskey et al. [59] learn grasping in clutter from
demonstrations provided by a hierarchy of supervisors, to reduce the burden on
human experts to provide demonstrations. Pauly et al. [77] learn to perform
robot manipulation tasks from a single third-person demonstration video. Li,
Lee, and Hsu [60] propose push-net, a deep recurrent neural network that uses
only an image as input to push objects of unknown physical properties. Bejjani
et al. [14] address the problem of occlusion in lateral access into shelves, with a
hybrid planner based on a learned heuristic. Kiatos and Malassiotis [51] learn an
optimal push policy to singulate objects in cutter with lateral pushing actions.
While these learned policies have shown impressive success rates with typ-
ically low policy-lags for real-world manipulation tasks, they require lots of
training data/demonstrations for a given task, and do not generalize well to new
tasks. There has been recent works aimed at making learning more efficient and
improving generalization to new tasks. Davchev et al. [22] combine behavioural
cloning based dynamic movement primitives (DMP), and a reinforcement learn-
ing based residual correction policy, to improve the generalization abilities of
DMPs for insertion tasks. Angelov et al. [10] combine motion planning trajecto-
ries, dynamic motion primitives and neural network controllers automatically in
a hybrid policy to efficiently complete temporally extended manipulation tasks.
Zhan et al. [99] propose a framework for efficient robotic manipulation based
on data augmentation and unsupervised learning. They demonstrate sample-
efficient training of robotic manipulation policies with sparse rewards for tasks
like reaching, picking, and moving. While these works have improved learning
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efficiency and generalization, the challenge of generalization for learning-based
systems across manipulation tasks in a data-efficient manner still remains.
2.5 Uncertainty-Aware Planning and Control
There are recent works that develop uncertainty-aware controllers in robotics,
but the focus has mainly been on navigation and collision avoidance. With
these systems the robot exhibits adaptive behaviour in the face of uncertainty.
Richter and Roy [80] proposed safe visual navigation with deep learning.
Given that current deep learning methods produce unsafe predictions when
faced with out-of-distribution inputs, they detect these novel inputs using the
reconstruction loss of an autoencoder and switch to a rule-based safe policy.
Similarly, Choi et al. [20] switch between a learned policy and a rule-based
policy for autonomous driving. However, they estimate uncertainty using a
single mixture density network without Monte Carlo sampling. In this thesis,
I focus on non-prehensile manipulation where designing a rule-based policy for
each new task is not feasible.
Furthermore, Kahn et al. [48] proposed an uncertainty-aware controller for
autonomous navigation with collision avoidance. First, they estimate uncer-
tainty from multiple bootstrapped neural networks using dropout. Thereafter,
they consider a very large number of fixed action sequences at a given current
state. They evaluate these action sequences under an uncertainty-dependent
cost function within an MPC framework. The resulting policy chooses low speed
actions in unfamiliar environments and naturally chooses high speed actions in
familiar environments.While this approach relieves the burden of designing a
rule-based policy, it requires the evaluation of a large number of a priori fixed
action sequences.
Focusing on manipulation, Arruda et al. [11] address the problem of pushing
a single object to a desired goal location. They learn a forward robot pushing
model together with the corresponding uncertainty in the predictions. They use
the forward model in a model predictive path integral controller (MPPI) where
uncertainty is part of the cost function to be minimized. MPPI is an MPC style
online controller where the optimal control problem is solved mainly through
forward sampling of trajectories. The resulting planner avoids high uncertainty
regions as it pushes the object towards a desired target location. Abraham et al.
[1] extend MPPI to generate robust actions. Specifically, they add uncertainty
in physics parameters through an expanded free energy formulation of MPPI.
The resulting controller is initially conservative but becomes more exploitative
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with more input data. Thus, it is adaptive to model parameter uncertainty.
They show robust robot actions in real-world manipulation problems.
In this thesis, I propose methods that embrace uncertainty in a task-adaptive
sense, pushing fast or slow. I model the problem as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) and propose an online solution to it, using a trajectory optimizer to
guide my action sampling process.
2.6 Speeding-up Physics Simulators
I can make physics engines faster by using larger simulation time steps. How-
ever, this decreases the accuracy and can result in unstable behavior where
objects have unrealistically large accelerations. To generate stable behaviour at
large time-step sizes, Pan et al. [74] propose an integrator for articulated body
dynamics by using only position variables to formulate the dynamic equation.
Moreover, Fan et al. [27] propose linear-time variational integrators of arbitrar-
ily high order for robotic simulation and use them in trajectory optimization
to complete robotics tasks. In this thesis I use physics simulators at the largest
possible time-step - at the stability limit. Hence, they run as fast as possible.
My goal is to provide much more speed-up beyond this.
2.7 Combining Different Physics Models
Physics predictions for multi-contact interactions are computationally expen-
sive. In this thesis, I combine coarse and fine physics models to speed-up physics
predictions. By coarse I mean computationally cheap but inaccurate and by fine
I mean accurate but can be computationally expensive. I achieve this combina-
tion through parallel-in-time integration. I use a coarse physics model to obtain
a rough initial guess of the state at each time point of a trajectory. Then, I
evaluate the fine physics model in parallel across time starting from the initial
guesses. Thereafter, I combine the coarse and fine predictions using the iter-
ative Parareal algorithm [62, 33]. Coarse models can be quasi-static or even
learned [6] and fine models can be a full physics engine like Mujoco [92].
Parareal has been used in many different areas. Trindade et al., for example,
use it to simulate incompressible laminar flows [93]. Maday et al. have tested it
to simulate dynamics in quantum chemistry [67]. The method was introduced
by Lions et al. in 2001 [62].
Combinations of parallel-in-time integration and neural networks have not
yet been studied widely. Very recently, Yalla and Enquist showed the promise
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of using a machine learned model as coarse propagator [96] for test problems.
Going the other way, Schroder [84] and Günther et al. [83] recently showed
that parallel-in-time integration can be used to speed up the process of training
neural networks.
The underlying equations of motion during multi-contact interactions are
differential algebraic equations (DAEs). Results on how Parareal performs for
DAEs are scarce. Guibert et al. [36] demonstrate that Parareal can solve DAEs,
but can experience issues with stability for very stiff problems. Cadeau et
al. [18] propose a combination of Parareal with waveform relaxation to introduce
additional parallelism. For a DAE system of size 100,000, they demonstrate that
adding Parareal does provide speedup beyond the saturation point of waveform
relaxation alone.
Combining different physics models for robotic manipulation has been the
topic of other recent research as well, even though the focus has not been
improving prediction speed. Kloss, Schaal, and Bohg [54] focus on the question
of accuracy and generalization in combined neural-analytical models. Ajay et
al. [8] focus on modeling of the inherent stochastic nature of the real world
physics, by combining an analytical, deterministic rigid-body simulator with a
stochastic neural network.
Furthermore, physics predictions are essential in learning physics-based ma-
nipulation policies. For example, learning gentle object manipulation through
curiosity [46], learning long-horizon robotic agent behaviours through latent
imagination [37], learning visuo-motor policies by formulating exploration as a
latent trajectory optimization problem [64], learning policies for manipulation
in clutter[15], smoothing fabric with a da Vinci surgical robot through deep
imitation learning [85], and learning human-like manipulation policies through
virtual reality demonstrations [38]. The training time for these policies can
potentially be reduced with a parallel-in-time approach to physics predictions.
2.8 Manipulation with Visual Dynamics
Visual dynamics involves using an image to represent the state of a system.
Then given an initial image and a sequence of robot controls, the problem of
(action-conditioned) visual dynamics is to compute the corresponding sequence
of images. Visual dynamics has mainly been used for the manipulation of de-
formable objects such as ropes and cloth. One reason for that is the difficulty
in representing the state of such objects with traditional methods. Finn, Good-
fellow, and Levine [30] developed an action-conditioned video prediction model
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that explicitly models pixel motion through predictions of distributions over
the motion of pixels from prior frames. By explicitly modelling motion, the
approach was partially invariant to object appearance in robotic pushing tasks.
Babaeizadeh et al. [12] include stochasticity in video prediction and propose the
stochastic variational video prediction (SV2P), for multi-step video prediction
based on variational inference. They show how including sochasticity can sig-
nificantly improve video prediction in a range of robotic pushing tasks. Finn
and Levine [31] propose deep visual foresight for planning robot motion. They
combine action-conditioned video prediction models with model-predictive con-
trol to complete robotic pushing tasks. More recently, Hoque et al. [42] take
a similar visual foresight approach for sequential manipulation of fabric, but
combine domain randomized RGB images and depth maps simultaneously in
simulation. They showed how including depth sensing can significantly improve
performance for sequential fabric manipulation.
While using visual dynamics for manipulation has seen significant progress
in recent years, the challenge of predicting beyond a few future frames still
remains.
2.9 Summary
Similar to prior work, this thesis considers manipulation tasks that involve
multiple objects. Specifically, unlike some prior work [39, 86, 24], I focus on
grasping in clutter and push-planning tasks with no restrictions on the nature
of contact interactions to be used. I show that open-loop execution used in
prior work [52, 102, 21] can lead to task failures due to uncertainty in state and
physics predictions.
This thesis is also related to works in the literature that account for uncer-
tainty at the planning stage to generate robust plans [73, 47, 57]. I seek fully
robust open-loop plans that complete the task. However, I propose methods
that find and accept partially robust open-loop plans wherever possible.
Prior work [41, 101, 45] has developed closed-loop policies for physics-based
manipulation. I take a similar closed-loop approach in this work. A major
drawback in online control here is computationally expensive physics predictions
that lead to high re-planning times [6, 5]. I aim to find fully robust open-loop
plans and fall back to closed-loop control only when needed.
Uncertainty-aware planners and controllers were developed in prior work
[80, 48]. The focus has mainly been on navigation and collision avoidance. In
this thesis, I propose methods that embrace uncertainty during manipulation in
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a task-adaptive sense, pushing fast or slow. I model the problem as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) and propose an online solution to it, using a trajectory
optimizer to guide my action sampling process.
Physics simulators can be sped-up by increasing the simulation time-step,
but this can lead to unstable simulations. Prior work has proposed different
methods to stabilize simulators at large time-steps [74]. In this thesis I use
physics simulators at the largest possible time-step — at the stability limit.
Hence, they run as fast as possible. My goal is to provide much more speed-up
beyond this.
Combining physics models has also been a topic of recent works [54, 8].
Although the focus has not been on improving physics prediction speed. In this







Under Clutter and Uncertainty
This chapter considers the problem where a robot must reach through a clut-
tered environment to grasp a target object. This problem is typically seen in
warehouses where robots are required to retrieve items from shelves to fulfil a
customer’s order, or in our homes where a robot must reach into the fridge to
pick up an object. To do this, the robot needs to contact other objects in the
environment and push them out of the way (Fig. 3.1). An object that is pushed
by the robot may in turn push and dislocate other objects, including the target
object. Undesired events can happen during the interaction, such as objects
falling off the edge of the surface. The problem is the generation of robust and
reactive robot actions that grasp the target object while preventing undesired
events from taking place.
Existing work addresses this problem using motion planning followed by
open-loop execution [53, 52, 24, 73] i.e. the robot executes a sequence of ac-
tions one after the other without getting any feedback from the environment.
These approaches can be divided into two. The first approach uses motion
planning algorithms, e.g. kino-dynamic sampling-based algorithms [52] or tra-
jectory optimization methods [53], within a physics engine to generate the robot
trajectory. Trajectories that are produced this way, however, are likely to fail
in the face of uncertainty during real-world execution. Consider the scene in
Fig. 3.1a, where the target object is near the center of the table. I can model
this scene in a physics engine, plan a sequence of actions with a particular choice
of physical parameters (e.g. friction coefficients, object masses, object shapes)
that take the robot to the grasping goal state. However, if this plan is executed
in an open-loop manner in the real world, it can easily fail as the objects will
not move exactly as predicted during planning. This is due to the uncertainty
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(a) Initial scene
Target ÝÑ
(b) Contact triggers re-planning
(c) Re-planning to ensure success (d) Target object grasped
Figure 3.1: Snapshots from execution with online re-planning.
in the physics model of the physics engine and the assumed physical parameters
of the objects.
The second open-loop approach addresses this problem by accounting for
the uncertainty during planning. This approach extends motion planning al-
gorithms to generate actions that are robust to uncertainty [73, 24, 47]. Ac-
counting for the uncertainty during planning, however, either requires the plan-
ners to limit themselves to a particular set of “funneling” actions, or results
in highly conservative/pessimistic planners which return a solution only when
the sequential execution of multiple actions are guaranteed to succeed under
uncertain dynamics.
This chapter takes a different reactive approach and investigates the poten-
tial of closed-loop methods to address uncertainty during grasping in clutter.
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One can use a planner to generate a plan to the goal state, execute a portion of
this plan, observe the environment, and then re-plan from the resulting state to
the goal, repeating this process until task completion. This online re-planning
or model predictive control (MPC) approach has been implemented in many
areas of robotics, including the problem of pushing a single object [41, 11], but
it has not yet been explored for the problem of manipulation in clutter.
The major challenge with online-replanning is that, planning in this domain
requires long times. The average planning time reported in the literature for
the problem of grasping in clutter is in the order of minutes [73, 52, 53, 24].
Then, under the online-replanning approach, the robot would need to execute
a small action, update its world model with feedback and then will need to
wait for possibly minutes before it receives the next action from the planner.
This long re-planning time makes it impractical for robots to use feedback from
the environment in order to create new plans. Thus, this hampers real world
applications and is highly undesirable.
I propose an online-replanning approach to address this challenge. First,
I extend trajectory optimization methods that use parallel trajectory rollouts
[94, 49] in search of a lower-cost trajectory. By performing each roll-out on
a different core, I am able to reduce the time each iteration of our planner
takes to be equivalent to a single roll-out. Second, I track the deviation of the
actual state from the predicted state, and perform replanning only if the state
deviation exceeds a threshold. This prevents us from planning at every time
step and allows us to have an automatic system that can be adjusted between
open-loop execution and standard model predictive control. Finally, I formulate
the problem as optimizing a cost function where reaching the goal is not a hard
constraint, and therefore even if a quick replanning cycle does not produce a
trajectory that reaches the goal (i.e. grasps the target object) within the given
time limit, I can still use it if it is a lower-cost trajectory. This is because we
can rely on future re-planning cycles to grasp the target object.
Our specific contributions include an on-line re-planning (OR) algorithm
to address uncertainty during grasping in clutter. I show that using our ap-
proach, one can achieve real time re-planning cycles with a robot in difficult
and cluttered real environments. Real robot experimental results can be seen
at https://youtu.be/RcWHXL2vJPc. Moreover, I compare OR to open-loop
execution, particularly to naive-replanning (NR), which plans a trajectory, exe-
cutes it open-loop until the end, checks if the goal is achieved, and repeats this
process if not. I show that OR is more successful in grasping the target object
in a time limit, produces lower cost execution trajectories, and is faster.
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3.1 Physics-based Grasping in Clutter
As shown in Fig. 3.1, I consider the problem where a robot must plan a trajec-
tory from a given initial pose to a final pre-grasping pose to retrieve an item
from a cluttered environment. I consider a planar robot consisting of an arm
and a gripper as shown in the figure. The robot’s state is defined by a vector
of joint values qR “ tθx, θy, θrotation, θgripperu, where the θ values represent the
x-axis prismatic joint, the y-axis prismatic joint, the rotational joint and the
gripper’s opening joint values, respectively. The scene includes D ` 1 movable
dynamic objects. qi refers to the six-dimensional pose (three translations and
three rotations) of each object, for i “ 1, . . . , D. qTarget refers to the pose of
the target object, i.e. the object to be grasped. I assume a flat surface with
edges, such as the table in Fig. 3.1, and dropping any object off the edges is
undesired.
I use xt to represent the complete state of our system at time t, which
includes the state of the robot and all objects; xt “ tq
R, q1, . . . , qD, qTargetu.
I consider a control input ut applied at time t for a fixed duration ∆t. The
controls in our case are velocities applied to the robot’s degrees of freedom;
ut “ t 9θx, 9θy, 9θrotation, 9θgripperu. Then, the discrete time dynamics of the system
is defined as:
xt`1 “ fpxt,utq (3.1)
where f is the state transition function.
I assume an initial state of the system, x0, and I define our goal as generating
a sequence of control inputs, such that the gripper grasps the target object as
quickly as possible, without dropping objects off the table. I use the notation
u0:n´1 to represent a sequence of control signals through n time steps, each
applied for a fixed duration. Similarly, I use x0:n to represent a sequence of
states.
I use a physics engine [92] simulating rigid-body dynamics to model f . Nev-
ertheless, any physics engine is an inaccurate model of the real-world physics
and uncertainties over the system dynamics are inevitable. Indeed even if I as-
sumed perfect modelling, it is difficult for a robot to know the exact geometric,
frictional, and inertial properties of objects in an environment. In addition, ob-
ject tracking systems come with inaccuracies in the estimation of object poses
in an environment. Therefore, our objective in this chapter is to find a sequence
of controls that would move the system to a goal state even under an inaccurate
model of the system and its dynamics.












3.2 Physics-based Grasping through Online Re-
planning
To address the inaccuracies mentioned above, I propose to use an online re-
planning approach, where the robot makes a plan, executes a portion of it,
observes the resulting state, and re-plans.
Below, in Sec. 3.2.1, I first present the planner that I use to generate a
sequence of controls to the goal from a given state. In Sec. 3.2.2, I show how I
use this planner within an online-replanning framework. In Sec. 3.2.3, I present
the baseline approach I compare against in this chapter.
3.2.1 Physics-based trajectory optimization
Recent stochastic trajectory optimization methods such as STOMP [49] and
model predictive control methods such as MPPI [94] show impressive speed by
using parallel rollouts. Moreover, since these are optimization-based methods,
even when they are used with a small time limit, they can still output an im-
proved lower-cost trajectory, even if the trajectory is not necessarily reaching
a goal state. In contrast, sampling-based planners such as RRTs and PRMs
[52, 73] typically do not return a useful solution unless they are run until a
path to the goal is found, which can take minutes. To the best of our knowl-
edge, such parallelizable stochastic trajectory optimization methods have not
yet been used to solve grasping in clutter problems. However, the properties I
mention above make parallelizable stochastic trajectory optimization methods
a promising approach for online re-planning to address problems in this domain.
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I formulate the following problem:
min
u0:n´1




pwa ¨ ca ` wd ¨ cd ` we ¨ ceqs (3.2)
s.t. xt`1 “ fpxt,utq,
x0 is fixed, ut “ 0 for t ă 0.
where I search for an optimal sequence of controls u0:n´1 that minimizes the
weighted combination of costs. I use four cost terms; cg, cd, ce, ca and corre-
sponding weights wg, wd, we, wa.
• cgpxnq “ d2T `wφ ¨φ2T . This is the terminal goal cost term, quantifying how
far the robot hand is from grasping the target object at the final state. I
illustrate how the distance dT and the angle φT are computed in Fig. 3.2.
I first draw a vector from a fixed point in the gripper to the target object.
dT is the length of this vector, i.e. the distance between the fixed point
in the gripper and the target object. φT is the angle between the forward









2. This is the disturbance cost term,
quantifying how much each object moved between two timesteps. This
term encourages the robot to minimize the change in the configuration of




tk¨diEu for all i out of the safe zone. This is the edge
cost term, penalizing those objects that get too close to the boundary of
the table or that get out of the boundary. As I illustrate in Fig. 3.3, I
define a safe zone that is smaller than the boundary of the table. If at
time t` 1 an object i is out of this safe zone, I compute the distance it is
pushed between t and t` 1, which I define as diE. k is a constant term. I
do not add any edge costs for objects that are in the safe zone.
• caput´1:t,xt:t`1q “ ||ut ´ ut´1||2. This is the acceleration cost term, with
which I penalize large changes in robot velocities between two time steps.
Note that, instead of imposing the terminal grasping state as a hard con-
straint, I declare it as a cost term, cg. I am able to accept trajectories that
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Algorithm 1: Physics-Based Stoch. Traj. Optim. (PBSTO)
Input : x0: Initial state
u0:n´1: Initial control sequence
Imax: Maximum number of iterations
Output : u0:n´1: Control sequence
x0:n: Predicted states
Parameters : K: Number of noisy trajectory rollouts
ν: Sampling variance
Cthresh: Cost threshold implying success
nmin: Minimum number of time steps
Subroutines: Cost: Computes total cost, i.e. the minimized value in
Eq. (2).
1 x0:n Ð Roll out u0:n´1 over x0 to get initial state sequence
2 while Imax not reached and Costpu0:n´1,x0:nq ą Cthresh do
3 for k Ð 0 to K ´ 1 do
4 xk0 Ð x0
5 uk0,n´1 Ð Npu0:n´1, νq
6 for tÐ 0 to n´ 1 do




















0:nq ă Costpu0:n´1,x0:nq then
12 u0:n´1 Ð u
k˚
0:n´1




do not reach the goal completely, because I use this planner in a re-planning
framework, i.e. I can rely on future re-planning cycles to take us to the goal.
I solve this problem using Alg. 1, which adapts the STOMP algorithm [49]
for physics-based grasping through clutter.
I start with an initial candidate control sequence u0:n´1. During each iter-
ation between lines 2-13, I try to improve this control sequence, until the cost
is lower than a threshold, or until a maximum number of iterations is reached
(Line 2). During each iteration, I create K new control sequences, roll out
these controls in parallel using our model of the system, and compute the cost
for each (Lines 3-9), using the Costp.q subroutine which is based on cost terms
in Eq. 3.2. Each new control sequence uk0:n´1 is created by adding stochastic
noise to the candidate control sequence u0:n´1 (Line 5). The control sequence
with the minimum cost is then identified and set as the new candidate control
sequence. The cost threshold Cthresh is chosen for the case where the robot
gets the target object in its gripper at the final state and where no failure occurs
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(e.g. no objects are toppled).
Most robot motion planners that use trajectory optimization formulate the
problem as a fixed horizon problem, i.e. with a pre-determined number of
timesteps/waypoints. In the problem of grasping in clutter however, the length
of the required trajectory can change significantly: For example, the target
object may be pushed and moved away from its initial position, and this may
require a much longer trajectory than a case where the target is grasped at
its original position. Therefore, I initialize the planner with a long enough
control sequence, but also allow it to short-cut trajectories if the cost indicates
success earlier (Lines 8-9). Moreover, physics-based trajectory roll outs are time
consuming, hence truncating the roll out when success has been achieved leads
to lower planning times.
3.2.2 Online Re-planning
If allowed to run for many iterations, i.e. with a large Imax, Alg. 1 can generate
successful plans for the problem of grasping under clutter, as I show in our
results in Sec. 3.3. However, when executed open-loop, these plans are likely
to fail due to the uncertainties in the system dynamics, inaccuracies in the
physical properties of the objects, and the state observations. To address this,
I use Alg. 1 within an online re-planning (OR) algorithm, which I present in
Alg. 2.
On line 2, I generate a locally optimal open-loop trajectory by calling the
PBSTO planner with a large number of iterations. Then I start executing this
trajectory. After execution of every control action (line 4), I observe the current
state (line 7), and then re-plan from this current state (line 12). However, when
I re-plan, I call the planner with only a few iterations, to receive fast, close
to real-time, updates to the plan. I warm-start the trajectory optimizer by
providing the previous plan. Furthermore, I re-plan only if it is necessary. To
do this, I check if the final predicted state of the current plan grasps the target
object (line 8), and I check if there are too few controls left in the plan (line
10). More importantly, if the real observed state is evolving according to the
planner’s predictions, and the other previously mentioned conditions are still
satisfied, I do not re-plan. I check this on line 9, where I compute the deviation
between the observed state and the first state of the planned trajectory, and
verify if this deviation is less than a threshold. This threshold can be used to
adjust how reactive the system is to unexpected events.
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Algorithm 2: Online Re-planning (OR)
Input : u0:n´1: Initial controls, e.g. straight line motion
Params: SDthresh: State deviation threshold
nmin: Minimum number of controls to optimize
ManyIter: Large number of iterations, e.g. 50
FewIter: Small number of iterations, e.g. 1
1 xcurrent Ð Observe current state
2 pu0:n´1,x0:nq Ð PBSTO(xcurrent,u0:n´1,ManyIter)
3 while target object not grasped do
4 Execute u0
5 Remove u0 from sequence, i.e. u0:n´2 Ð u1:n´1
6 Remove x0 from sequence, i.e. x0:n´1 Ð x1:n
7 xcurrent Ð Observe current state
8 if target object not predicted to be grasped at xn
9 or large state deviation, i.e. ||x0 ´ xcurrent|| ą SDthresh
10 or too few controls left, i.e. n´ 1 ă nmin then
11 u0:n´1 Ð u0:n´2 ` single straight step to target
12 pu0:n´1,x0:nq Ð PBSTO(xcurrent,u0:n´1,FewIter)
13 else
14 nÐ n´ 1 Decrement length of controls
Algorithm 3: Naive Re-planning (NR)
Params: ManyIter: Large number of iterations, e.g. 50
1 while target object not grasped do
2 xcurrent Ð Observe current state
3 u0:n´1 Ð initial controls, e.g. straight to target object
4 pu0:n´1,x0:nq Ð PBSTO(xcurrent,u0:n´1,ManyIter)
5 Execute u0:n´1
3.2.3 Naive Re-planning
Open-loop execution during grasping in clutter can be unsuccessful due to un-
certainty. In this chapter I propose to address this problem through online
feedback control. However, a naive approach to fixing this problem can be re-
planning if success is not achieved after the complete open-loop execution of a
plan. I present this Naive Replanning (NR) approach in Alg. 3, and use it as a
baseline in our experiments.
3.3 Experiments and Results
Through our experiments, I compare the online replanning (OR) approach with
the naive replanning (NR) approach. I hypothesize that OR is more successful
in grasping the target object, that OR results in an execution cost that is
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lower-cost, and that OR is also faster. I investigate whether using the physics-
based stochastic trajectory optimization (PBSTO) method, I can reactively re-
plan close to real-time, or at least fast enough to avoid noticable delays during
execution.
I implemented our algorithms using the Mujoco [92] physics engine. I per-
form experiments both in simulation and on a real robot. As shown in Fig. 3.1,
I assume a world consisting of objects on a table, and a planar robot with a
two finger gripper. I make a distinction between two different type of worlds I
deal with.
Planning world: The planning world is a simulation environment where the
robot generates its plans/controls.
Execution world: The execution world is the environment where the robot
executes actions and observes the resulting actual state. The execution world
is simulated for the simulation experiments and it is the physical world for real
robot experiments.
Whether in simulation or on the real robot, I assume a mismatch between
the physics of the execution world and the planning world, the physical ob-
ject properties of the two worlds, and the state of the two worlds. I use the
term uncertainty level to refer to the degree of this mismatch. For example, no
uncertainty implies a perfect match between the Planning World and the Exe-
cution World, which is only possible in simulation experiments. Low uncertainty
implies a low level of mismatch, and so on.
3.3.1 Simulation experiments
I perform experiments in simulation to evaluate the performance of our planners
in scenes with varying degrees of clutter and uncertainty. I begin by creating
execution worlds. Here, the execution world is created in Mujoco and it consists
of 15 objects (boxes and cylinders), a 0.6m ˆ 0.6m table and our planar robot
as shown in Fig. 3.4.
For each execution world:
• I randomly select a shape (box or cylinder) for each of the 15 objects.
• For each object, I randomly select1 shape dimensions (extents for the
boxes, radius and height for the cylinder), mass, and coefficient of friction.
1The uniform range used for each parameter is given here. Box x-y extents:
r0.03m, 0.05ms; box height: r0.036m, 0.04ms; cylinder radius:r0.035m, 0.04ms; cylinder
height:r0.04m, 0.055ms; mass:r0.2kg, 0.8kgs; coef. fric.:r0.2, 0.6s.



























Figure 3.4: Top row: The planned control sequence and state
evolution. Middle row: Open-loop execution of the planned con-
trol sequence fails under medium uncertainty. Bottom row: On-
line re-planning, OR succeeds under medium uncertainty.
• I select a pose for the target object from a Gaussian with a mean at the
center of the table and a variance of 0.01m.
• For the other 15 objects, I randomly select non-colliding object poses on
the table.
I generate 100 such execution worlds. To generate a planning world from
an execution world, I add Gaussian noise onto the physical parameters of the
execution world2. For each execution world, I create four such planning worlds
with increasing amounts of noise, corresponding to the four uncertainty levels:
no uncertainty, low, medium, and high uncertainty. Given a pair of Planning
world and Execution world, I then run and execute one of our planners. More-
over, I simulate physics stochasticity in the execution world by adding Gaussian
2The variance of the Gaussian noise for each parameter under low-uncertainty are given
here. These values are multiplied by 2 for medium, and 3 for high uncertainty. Object pose
translation: 0.005; Object pose rotation around vertical axis: 0.005; Box x-y extents, cylinder
radius, and height: 0.005; mass:0.01; coef. fric.:0.005.
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noise3 on the velocities (linear and angular) v of the robot and dynamic objects
at every simulation time step, using the Mujoco simulator.
ṽ “ v ` µ, µ „ N p0,βq (3.3)
where N is the Gaussian distribution and β is the vector of variances. I give
each planner a timeout of 15 minutes, which includes all planning, re-planning,
and execution times. A planner may return long before this timeout, if the
robot manages to grasp the target object in the execution world. I run and
compare the following planners:
• NR: The naive re-planning algorithm, with ManyIter “ 50, ν “ 0.008,
K “ 8.
• OR: The online re-planning algorithm, with ManyIter “ 50, FewIter “
1, nmin “ 2, ν “ 0.008, K “ 8, SDthresh “ 0.5.
For all planners, I initialize the control sequences to straight line trajectories
towards the goal. Each initial control sequence includes six actions, with an
average resultant velocity of 0.04m{s. Each action is executed for ∆t “ 1s.
The weights and constants used in the cost terms are: wg “ 10000, wφ “ 1.0,
we “ 1.0, k “ 1000, wa “ 0.1, wd “ 800.
3.3.2 Simulation Results
I discuss and compare the performance of OR and NR.
OR is more successful than NR. I call an experiment success, if the ex-
ecution stopped with the target object inside the hand pre-grasp region and
if no other object is dropped off the table. I show the success rates over the
100 random scenes under four different uncertainty levels in Fig. 3.5a. Both
OR and NR succeed in all scenes for the no uncertainty and low uncertainty
conditions. However, as the uncertainty increases, NR shows a dramatic drop
to 50% success rate, while OR can maintain 90%.
I show example plans in Fig. 3.4. In the top row, I show the output of the
planner and the state sequence as predicted by the planner in the Planning
World. In the middle row, I show the NR execution of the same scene in the
Execution World with noise added at the medium uncertainty level. As the
hand pushes on a cylinder, it does not move out of the way as the planner
3In the case of no uncertainty, I did not add any extra noise to the system dynam-
ics. However, the vector of variances of the added Gaussian noise for each object was
β “ t0.003, 0.006, 0.009u1 for low, medium and high uncertainty levels respectively.
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(a) Success rate (b) Average number of re-plans
(c) Average execution cost (d) Average elapsed time
Figure 3.5: Simulation results for 100 random scenes. In b-d,
I plot the average with 95% confidence interval of the mean.
predicted. It pushes and topples the target object, resulting in a failure. In the
bottom row, I show the OR execution in the same Execution World. Detecting
that the cylinder does not move as predicted, OR re-plans and shifts the gripper
to the side, so that the cylinder can be pushed out of the way.
It is important to note that, the success rates in Fig. 3.5a are not attained
after one planning and execution cycle. In other words, the 100% success rate
for NR under low uncertainty does not mean that open-loop executions of all
plans were successful in this case. Instead, it is more often that the execution
of an open-loop plan fails, but leaves the robot at a close enough point to the
target that, the subsequent plans achieve success. I present Fig. 3.5b to explain
this, which shows the average number of re-plans of each planner under varying
uncertainty. As can be seen, both planners show increasing number of re-plans
with increasing uncertainty. Although, each re-plan is much cheaper for online
re-planning compared to naive re-planning.
OR generates lower execution cost than NR. After execution of a
planner is completed successfully, I compute the total cost of the executed
trajectory. Fig. 3.5c shows the average execution costs of the planners in log
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(a) Success rate (b) Average number of re-plans
(c) Average execution cost (d) Average elapsed time
Figure 3.6: Real robot results for 5 random scenes. In (b)-(d),
I plot the average with 95% confidence interval of the mean
scale versus uncertainty. I use only the successful plans for this plot since failure
examples run until the arbitrary time limit I have set (15 minutes), and can
accumulate arbitrarily large costs. Again, while OR and NR perform similar at
low uncertainties, the execution cost of NR grows significantly with increasing
uncertainty.
OR is faster than NR. I record the total re-planning and execution time a
planner takes after the robot makes its first move. Again, I use the successful
examples only, since failure examples run until the pre-set time limit of 15
minutes and therefore do not give an indication of speed. I plot this total
elapsed time in Fig. 3.5d. Observe that the time NR takes grows rapidly with
uncertainty, while OR is much faster in reaching the goal.
Note that, the above plot does not include the time spent to find the initial
control sequence. I use the PBSTO planner to find this initial sequence as well
for both OR and NR, with a limit of 50 iterations. Averaged over 400 runs (100
scenes, noisified four different ways), the PBSTO planner needed 28 seconds
with a standard deviation of 16 to find a plan.
The advantage of the PBSTO planner, however, is that it can also be used
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successfully with a small number of iteration limit to quickly adapt plans under
uncertainty. For online re-planning (OR), I ran the PBSTO planner with the
iteration limit of 1 for these quick updates. During 400 executions, the OR
planner performed 7816 such re-plans. On average, each such update took
0.4 seconds with a standard deviation of 0.25 seconds. Therefore, I am
able to perform online grasping through clutter in near real time. Moreover,
in comparison with works in the literature [73, 52, 53, 24] about grasping in
clutter where the average planning time is in the order of minutes, our approach
shows significantly lower planning and re-planning times.























Figure 3.7: Top row: Naive re-planning (no added uncertainty)
fails to grasp the target (in green). Bottom row: Online re-
planning succeeds.
In the real robot experiments, I use a Robotiq two finger gripper attached to
a UR5 arm which is then mounted on an omnidirectional robot (ridgeback). As
shown in Fig. 3.1, I fix the orientation of the arm relative to the table such that
is at a specified height, above the table and is parallel to it. This way the gripper
moves with the omnidirectional base yielding a 4 degrees of freedom robot. The
gripper velocities which is the output of our optimization is then transformed to
the omnidirectional base through a fixed velocity transform. I place markers on
objects (cylinders and boxes) and sense their full pose (position and orientation)
in the environment using the OptiTrack motion capture system.
I createN “ 5 execution worlds. I created a mix of difficult (where the target
object is behind many closely packed objects) and easy (where the target object
is easily accessible) scenes for the experiments. All these scenes can be seen
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in our video at https://youtu.be/RcWHXL2vJPc. Then, I create a planning
world by using estimated values of mass and shape of objects and then get
the pose information from our motion capture system. In addition, I sample
the coefficient of friction for the various objects from a multivariate Gaussian
distribution with a mean of 0.5 and a variance of 0.01.
I am aware that motion capture systems provide a level of object tracking
performance which cannot be achieved by using a standard vision system espe-
cially in clutter. Therefore, to see how our online replanning approach would
cope in reality with vision systems, I perform experiments where I artificially
insert different levels of pose (x,y positions) uncertainty. I do this by sampling
from a Gaussian distribution where the mean is the measured position from
our motion capture system. I select a variance of t0.005, 0.01, 0.015um for low,
medium and high uncertainty levels respectively.
3.3.4 Real robot experimental results
I ran a total of 40 real robot experiments for 5 scenes and 4 uncertainty levels
using both naive re-planning and online re-planning. Our results are shown in
Fig. 3.6. In general they are similar to the simulation experiments. Moreover,
in Fig. 3.6a, the naive re-planning approach is not always successful even when
no artificial uncertainty is added. This is due to the inherent uncertainty in the
real world dynamics.
In Fig. 3.7, I show an example scene from our real robot experiments. The
naive re-planning approach (top row) was not successful in grasping the target
object even under no additional uncertainty. The reason for this is the inherent
uncertainty in the real world. More specifically, it is due to the mismatch
between the planning environment in simulation and the real world especially
in terms of object shape, mass, and friction coefficient. Moreover, the real
objects are not fully rigid bodies. Hence predictions of physics in the real world
becomes difficult especially for cases where the robot pushes on multiple objects
in contact with each other (second snapshot, top row). Therefore, at the end
of an open-loop execution in the real world, the robot can put the state of
the system in a dead-end (fourth snapshot, top row) from which recovery and
task completion becomes extremely difficult. On the other hand, our online
re-planning approach shown in the bottom row succeeds in this scene. It is able
to track changes between a planned trajectory and the actual state trajectory in
the real world. I re-plan if the changes are large and continue this process until
the robot successfully grasps the target object. Videos of sample executions can
be found at https://youtu.be/RcWHXL2vJPc.
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3.4 Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that shows how a robot
can complete physics-based manipulation in clutter with online planning in
real time. Compared to traditional MPC, the online re-planning approach
I introduce in this chapter does not re-plan at every step. It re-plans when
necessary as directed by a state deviation threshold parameter. Thus, it includes
partially open-loop plans.
Our problem set-up includes many simplifications though. Most impor-
tantly, I do not consider static obstacles which may create jamming effects









In this Chapter, I seek more efficient methods to achieve robotic manipulation
success under uncertainty, and to realize more fluent/real-time manipulation
plan execution. Let’s consider the scene in Fig. 4.1, where static obstacle jam-
ming effects make the grasping in clutter problem much more difficult. The
goal is to reach for the green can without pushing other objects off the shelf.
This problem can be solved with a fully closed-loop approach like I intro-
duced in Chapter 3. However, three problems remain. First, re-planning times
are still non-zero and can induce noticeable delays during a robot’s manipulation
plan execution. This is aesthetically not desirable. Second, full state estimation
is required with such closed-loop systems at every step during execution, this
may not be possible for some manipulation tasks. Finally, if re-planning time
is high during dynamic tasks, some objects can quickly roll and fall-off a table
before re-planning is complete, leading to task failures.
Prior work has investigated the generation of robust open-loop manipulation
plans to solve this problem. These robust open-plans are guaranteed to succeed
in the face of uncertainty. They may include certain funneling actions that
reduce uncertainty. For example, grasps where the robot pushes an object
towards a shelf wall, caging the object and uniquely identifying its position,
before grasping it. Such completely open-loop roust plans that complete the
task are difficult to find, or may not exist for many physics-based manipulation
problems.
In this chapter, I propose a planning and control framework that tightly
integrates open and closed-loop execution for physics-based manipulation. It
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Figure 4.1: A combination of robust open-loop execution and
closed-loop control to reach for the green target object. Top
row: Planned trajectories and execution strategy. Bottom row:
Real-robot open and closed-loop execution to reach for the green
target object. The robot starts with robust open-loop loop ex-
ecution due to motion in free-space. It falls back to closed-loop
control during multi-contact interactions. Finally, it uses a ro-
bust funnelling motion to get the green target object in the grip-
per.
autonomously generates a combination of robust open-loop plans (wherever pos-
sible) and closed-loop controllers (wherever needed) to complete a manipulation
task.
Consider the scene in Fig. 4.1. This is a scene that requires a large number of
contact interactions. A robust open-loop plan that solves the complete task here
is difficult to find due to uncertainty in state and more importantly in physics
predictions. A closed-loop physics-based controller may be successful but will
be slow due to computationally expensive physics predictions, re-planning at
each step to reach the goal.
My approach generates a three-part plan for this scene. The first part is a
robust open-loop plan. It is possible mainly due to the near free-space motion
of the robot. The second part is executed closed-loop since there is a significant
amount of contact interactions. The final part is also a robust open-loop plan.
While there are still significant contact interactions, the final part involves a
funnelling action that reduces uncertainty through object contact with the shelf.
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How do I detect what parts are robust open-loop and what parts should be
closed-loop? I need a metric that quantifies robustness to state uncertainty and
model inaccuracies.
I propose such a robustness metric in this work, based on contraction theory
[63]. Prior work by Johnson, King, and Srinivasa [47] and Kong and Johnson [55]
have proposed robustness metrics for state uncertainty. I build on these works,
and derive new metrics to quantify robustness to not only state uncertainty,
but more importantly model inaccuracies. I use the metric in a robust planner
based on trajectory optimization.
After robust planning for a given manipulation task, I analyze the plan to
extract robust parts which are executed open-loop and non-robust parts which
are executed with model-predictive control. I separate a plan into robust and
non-robust segments through search on a directed graph, where nodes are time-
points of a trajectory and edges are robust or non-robust connections between
these time-points.
I found that the interleaved open and closed-loop execution approach leads
to significant success under uncertainty with fluent/real-time execution, com-
pared to baselines in the literature.
I make the following contributions:
• A planning and control framework that autonomously switches between
robust open-loop execution, and model-predictive control to complete a
physics-based manipulation task.
• A derivation of divergence metrics through contraction theory, to quan-
tify robustness to state uncertainty, in the presence of real-world model
inaccuracies.
• A novel robust planner based on trajectory optimization.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Sec. 4.1 formulates the
problem. Sec. 4.2 provides an overview of the interleaved open and closed-loop
execution approach. Sec. 4.3 provides a background on contraction theory and
my robustness metric derivation. Sec. 4.4 introduces the robust planning and
control framework. Sec. 5.6 details robot experiments and results. Sec. 4.6
concludes the chapter.
4.1 The Robust Manipulation Problem
The robot’s goal is to retrieve an item from a cluttered environment under state
uncertainty and model inaccuracies. It starts from an observed initial state and
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generates non-prehensile actions to reach a final pre-grasping state. A scene
includes at most D movable dynamic objects. qi, i “ 1, . . . , D, refers to the
full pose of each dynamic object. The robot’s pose is defined by a vector of
joint values qR. I represent the complete state of my system as xt P Rn at time
t. This includes the pose and velocity of the robot and all dynamic objects;
xt “ tq
R, q1, . . . , qD, 9qR, 9q1, . . . , 9qDu.
The control inputs, ut P Rm are velocities applied to the robot’s joints:
ut “ 9q
R for a fixed control duration ∆t. Then, the discrete time dynamics of
the system is:
xt`1 “ fpxt,utq (4.1)
where f : Rn ˆ Rm ÞÝÑ Rn is the state transition function and I assume an
observed initial state of the system, x0.
System dynamics in Eq. 4.1 is modeled with the physics engine Mujoco
[92]. Nevertheless, any physics engine is an inaccurate model of the real-world
physics and uncertainties over the system dynamics are inevitable. Indeed,
even if I assumed perfect modelling, it is difficult for a robot to know the exact
geometric, frictional, and inertial properties of objects in an environment. Thus,
I represent the real-world dynamics as:
xt`1 “ fpxt,utq ` wpxt,utq (4.2)
where wpxt,utq : Rn ˆ Rm ÞÝÑ Rn is an unknown disturbance term due to
model inaccuracies.
My goal in this chapter is to build a robust planning and control framework
for physics-based manipulation in clutter. The robot must generate control in-
puts, ut at time t that drive the system in Eq. 4.2, from an observed initial state
x0, to a desired goal state set, under state uncertainty and model inaccuracies.
In the foregoing paragraphs, U “ rut0 ,ut1 , . . . ,utN´1s denotes a sequence of
control inputs of lengthN . Similarly, a sequence of states isX “ rxt0 ,xt1 , . . . ,xtN s.
4.2 Interleaving Open and Closed-Loop Execu-
tion
In this section, I provide my overall framework called OCL, for open and closed-
loop execution during physics-based robotic manipulation. My target is open-
loop trajectory execution in the real-world wherever possible. I aim to find
robust plans that are guaranteed to be successful under state uncertainty and
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Algorithm 4: Open and Closed-loop (OCL)
Input : x0: Initial state
U : Initial candidate control sequence
1 X˚,U˚, Ê
r
e Ð RobustSTO px0,Uq
2 RobustSegs, NonRobustSegs Ð GetSegmentspÊ
r
eq
3 AllSegs Ð RobustSegs Y NonRobustSegs
4 for seg in AllSegs do
5 if seg in RobustSegs then
6 Execute U˚seg open-loop
7 else
8 Execute U˚seg with MPC
model inaccuracies. However, this is not always possible. Therefore, when
the open-loop trajectory is not guaranteed to be successful, I design and use a
feedback controller.
OCL is presented in Alg. 4. It is the main algorithm that finds robust and
non-robust trajectories and executes them on a real-robot.
It begins with robust planning by minimizing a robust objective function
with trajectory optimization (line 1). By robust trajectories, I mean trajectories
that will succeed in the real-world regardless of state and model parameter
uncertainty. I derive real-world divergence metrics in Sec. 4.3. They quantify
robustness to both state uncertainty and model inaccuracies. I use these metrics
in the robust objective. Details of the robust planner can be found in Sec.4.4.




Robust planning does not always find a trajectory that is guaranteed to be
open-loop robust from start to end. However, some parts of this trajectory
may be robust. Hence I seek to divide a given trajectory into a combination of
robust and non-robust segments with the GetSegments(.) subroutine (line 2).
Thereafter, the robust segments are executed open-loop while the non-robust
segments are executed with model-predictive control (lines 3-8).
The GetSegments(.) subroutine generates a directed graph to address the
problem of dividing the trajectory (X˚, U˚) into robust and non-robust parts.
The nodes of this robustness graph are all the time-points of the trajectory
and edges are connections between these nodes, forward in time. An edge
is robust or non-robust, indicating that the trajectory segment between those
two time-points is robust or non-robust. Details of this segment robustness
metric computation can be found in Sec. 4.3.5. To find a complete plan with
as many robust segments as possible, I convert the problem into a graph search
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Trajectory




Figure 4.2: Search in a robustness graph to find a combination
of robust and non-robust segments that maximize the number of
time-points that are robust. In the robustness graph, the robust
edges are shown in green, the non-robust edges are shown in
blue.
and a non-robust edge costs cnr ¨ pj ´ iq, where cro ăă cnr, and are constants,
and i ă j. I search this robustness graph for the lowest cost path from the start
point 0, to the end point of the trajectory, N. The output is a path consisting
of robust and non-robust segments.
Consider the example in Fig. 4.2. On the left, I have a trajectory with 6
time-points, the output of robust planning. I build a robustness graph with
robustness metrics for the trajectory (center), where robust segments are in
green and non-robust segments are in blue. I search this graph for the lowest
cost path from time-point 0 to time-point 5. It produces a robust segment
(0-1), a non-robust segment (1-3), and a robust segment (3-5). The robust
segments are executed open-loop and the non-robust segment is executed with
model-predictive control.
Note that after computing the robustness metric for a trajectory, the cost of
an edge in the robustness graph is only an algebraic computation (Sec. 4.3.4).
Moreover, some edges can quickly be labelled as non-robust without the alge-
braic computation. For example, looking at Fig. 4.2, if in addition to segment
(3-4), the segment from (4-5) was non-robust, then the segment from (3-5)
would also be non-robust.
4.3 Robustness to Uncertainty
I define divergence metrics through contraction analysis to quantify robust-
ness to state uncertainty for a nominal trajectory, under model inaccuracies. I
provide a brief introduction to contraction analysis, a derivation of divergence
metrics for the real-world case, and a corresponding numerical approximation.
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4.3.1 Contraction analysis:
Contraction theory [63] studies the evolution of infinitesimal distance between
any two neighboring trajectories and provides quantification on the finite dis-
tance between them. Note that Lyapunov Characteristic Exponents [89] sim-
ilarly provide a measure of the rate of exponential divergence between neigh-
boring trajectories.
I begin with the continuous time version of the autonomous system in
Eq. 4.1:
9x “ fpxptq,uptqq (4.3)
Consider two neighbouring trajectories separated by a virtual displacement
(infinitesimal variation) δx. The squared distance between them is δxT δx. The
rate of change of this distance is given by:
d
dt
pδxT δxq “ 2δxT δ 9x (4.4)
From Eq. 4.3, δ 9x “ Bf
Bx
δx. Therefore Eq. 4.4 becomes:
d
dt




The Jacobian of f , Bf
Bx























Let λfmaxpx,uq be the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric part (first term of
Eq. 4.6) of the Jacobian Bf
Bx
. Then, given that the eigenvalue of the skew-
symmetric part is 0 or imaginary, it follows that:
d
dt
pδxT δxq ď 2λfmaxδx
T δx (4.7)
If I define Dfm :“ λ
f





From Eq. 4.8, I find that if Dfm is uniformly negative definite, any infinitesimal
distance ||δxptq|| converges exponentially to zero. Moreover, any finite path
converges exponentially to zero (by path integration).
I reach an important result of contraction analysis: Given a nominal trajec-
tory x̄ptq, a solution to Eq. 4.3 with nominal controls ūptq, any other trajectory
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that starts in a region centered on x̄ptq where Dfm is uniformly negative definite
everywhere, converges exponentially to the nominal x̄ptq ( [63], Theorem 1).
The system in Eq. 4.3 models the real-world but can be inaccurate. Thus,
I ask the following questions: If the nominal controls ūptq are executed in the
real-world, will the real trajectory x̄rptq be different? More importantly, will
the convergence properties for the real trajectory change?
4.3.2 Contraction analysis for the real-world
Extending beyond contraction analysis used in prior work [47, 55], I consider the
continuous-time version of Eq. 4.2, a representation of the real-world dynamics:
9x “ fpxptq,uptqq ` wpxptq,uptqq (4.9)
Indeed, the resulting real nominal trajectory x̄rptq may be different due to
the disturbance w. More importantly, I show that the resulting convergence
properties may change.





where Df`wm :“ λ
f`w
max px,uq is the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric part of
the Jacobian Bpf`wq
Bx
. We reach this conclusion directly by applying steps in
Eq.[4.4-4.8] to the system in Eq. 4.9.
Another important divergence metric we consider in this work is the ex-
pected divergence metric. It was first introduced by Johnson, King, and Srini-
vasa [47]. It quantifies the evolution of the expected value of a virtual dis-
placement. From Eq. 4.8, the expected divergence metric Dfe for the system in









For the real-world case, similar to the real maximal divergence metric, one
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Consider now a state trajectory from an initial time t0 to a final time tN , and




Dfhdt, h P tm, eu (4.14)
The nominal trajectory starting from t0 and ending at tN is convergent if E
f
h ă 1.





Df`wh dt, h P tm, eu (4.15)
and the real nominal trajectory is convergent if Erh ă 1, depending on the
metric of choice - expected or maximal. This means that any other trajectory
that starts in a region centered on the real nominal trajectory x̄r will converge
exponentially to the real nominal trajectory.
4.3.3 Metric approximations
Johnson, King, and Srinivasa [47] approximate divergence metrics Dfm and D
f
e
by approximating the virtual displacement δx with finite samples. Let δxptq “
xiptq´ x̄ptq, where xiptq is a solution for sample i to the same system (Eq. 4.3)
for nominal controls ūptq, starting with a different initial condition: δxpt0q “
xipt0q ´ x̄pt0q. Then, from Eq. 4.8 I can write an approximation D̂
f
m to the






||xipt` δtq ´ x̄pt` δtq||
||xiptq ´ tx̄ptq||
(4.16)
where i “ 1, . . . , Nc, and Nc is the number of finite samples.

















From Eq. 4.16 and Eq. 4.17, and considering the definition in Eq. 4.14, I
define approximations Êfe to the expected divergence path metric and Ê
f
m to
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x0: Observed initial state
xi0: Initial state sample i





Figure 4.3: Computing the real-world expected divergence
metric Êre . First, I compute the divergence metric using the
nominal model f (Êfe ). I draw Nc sample initial states from
the observed initial state x0 and roll-out a trajectory from each
state, to obtain final state samples xiN . Since the size of the final
state distribution is less than that of the initial state distribution,
Êfe ă 1, and the trajectory is convergent in f . Thereafter, we
randomly create Nw real-world realizations from f and compute
the divergence metric in each of these Nw worlds. These met-
rics can be very different from each other across the real-world
realizations. We pick the metric with the maximum value as a





, i “ 0, 1, . . . , Nc (4.19)
If Êfh ă 1, h P tm, eu, the nominal trajectory x̄ptq from t0 to tN is conver-
gent, depending on one’s choice of robustness metric - maximal (m) or expected
(e). This means that any other trajectory that starts in a region centered on
the nominal trajectory x̄f will converge exponentially to it.
4.3.4 Metric approximations for the real-world




h , h P tm, eu (4.20)
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The real-world nominal trajectory is convergent if Êrh ă 1.
Given that the disturbance term wpx,uq is unknown, an important question
is how to compute Êrh.
Consider a set of possible deterministic real-worlds:
9x “ fpxptq,uptqq ` wjpxptq,uptqq, j “ 0, . . . , Nw (4.21)
where Nw ą 0 is a finite number.
I assume that model inaccuracies resulting in wj arise only from inaccurate
physics parameters. Specifically, I assume these parameters are the object’s
mass m, coefficient of friction µ, and size p. These physics parameters are
bounded such that:
ml ď m ď mu, µl ď µ ď µu, pl ď p ď pu (4.22)
where ml, mu, µl, µu, are constants and pl,pu, are constant vectors. The size
here is a vector of values describing the geometry of an object. For example,
radius and height for a cylinder or length, breadth, and height for a box.
Then, a sample real-world realization corresponds to running a physics en-
gine that models f with a uniformly sampled set of physics parameters. I
consider a worst-case scenario and define Êrh as the maximum divergence met-
ric over all Nw real-world realizations:
Êrh :“ max
j
pÊjhq, j “ 0, . . . , Nw, h P tm, eu (4.23)
I provide an illustration in Fig. 4.3, for the expected real-world divergence
metric.
4.3.5 Segment metric computation
Consider the discrete time points of a nominal trajectory x̄t, where t “ t0, t1, . . . , tN .















tp ´ x̄tp ||
(4.24)
Thus, I can write the divergence metric vector as:
Êe “ rÊe,t0 , Êe,t1 , . . . , Êe,tN s (4.25)
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It is a list of one-step trajectory segment divergence metrics. Then, it follows
from Eq. 4.24 that the divergence metric for any trajectory segment from time






Hence, a trajectory segment starting at tp and ending at tq is robust if







Recall that the GetSegments(.) subroutine in Alg. 4 returns robust and
non-robust segments after search on a robustness graph. The robustness metric
for each edge is given by the algebraic computation in Eq. 4.27.
4.4 Robust Planning and Control











where ve, vm, and vj are positive constant weights.
To achieve robustness to state uncertainty under real-world model inaccura-
cies, I minimize Êre and Ê
r
m, the real expected and maximal divergence metrics
respectively, for a given initial state and control sequence. They are computed
from Eq. 4.23.
J is a deterministic objective for the task of reaching in clutter. Formally, the
objective is a sum of running costs Lt and terminal cost LtN along a trajectory:





where vf ą 0 is a constant weight. Details of Lt and LtN are given in Sec. 4.4.2.
I directly minimize the roboust objective JR such that:
U˚ “ arg min
U
JRpX,Uq (4.30)
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subject to the dynamics constraint, xt`1 “ fpxt,utq, the terminal set con-
straint, xtN P Xf , and the control sequence constraint, U P U.
The set of feasible terminal states, Xf is an α ě 0 sub-level set of the
terminal cost function. Specifically:
Xf :“ tx | LtN ď αu (4.31)
and the set of control-limited sequences is:
U :“ tU | bl ď ut ď buu (4.32)
where bl and bu are constant vectors of lower and upper bound on the controls.
A trajectory is feasible (in the deterministic sense) if it satisfies the terminal
state constraint, the control limits, and yields a total cost J less than a threshold
β ą 0. The cost threshold depends on the task. For reaching in clutter, it is
defined such that no failures occur. Specifically, β is selected such that no
objects are toppled/dropped from the working surface, and there are no robot
collisions with static obstacles, at the end of plan execution.
4.4.1 Robust sampling-based trajectory optimization
Trajectory optimization methods such as STOMP [49] have shown impressive
speed for motion planning with parallel rollouts on multiple cores of a PC. They
also easily accept arbitrary cost functions that may not be differentiable.
In Alg. 5, I propose a robust sampling-based trajectory optimization algo-
rithm (RobustSTO) for physics-based manipulation. It begins with an initial
candidate control sequence U and seeks lower cost trajectories (lines 4-15) it-
eratively until a feasible and robust control sequence is found or the maximum
number of iterations is reached (line 4). I add random control sequence varia-
tions δU s on the candidate control sequence to generate S new control sequences
at each iteration (line 7). Thereafter on line 8, I roll-out each sample control
sequence and return the corresponding state sequence X and cost J . A roll-out
starts from the initial state x0 and applies each control input in U sequentially,
one after the other.
On line 9, I compute the maximal and expected divergence metric vectors
along a given sample trajectory with the ComputeMetrics() subroutine. It
involves Nc trajectory roll-outs for each of the Nw real-world realizations and
also for the nominal model f . Then, I compute the robust cost of a sample
trajectory using Eq. 4.28, on line 10.
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Algorithm 5: Robust Stochastic Traj. Opt. (RobustSTO)
Input : x0: Initial state
U : Initial candidate controls
Output : U˚: Feasible and robust control sequence
X˚: Feasible state sequence
Ê
r
e: Real-world expected divergence metric
Parameters : S: Number of noisy trajectory roll-outs
ν: Sampling variance vector
Imax: Maximum number of iterations






3 JR Ð Compute robust cost using Eq. 4.28
4 while I ď Imax and (U not feasible or Ê
r
e ą 1) do
5 for sÐ 0 to S ´ 1 do
6 δU s Ð Np0, νq
7 U s “ U ` δU s









10 JsR Ð Compute robust cost using Eq. 4.28
11 s˚ ÐMinCostSamplepJ0R, J
1





R ă JR then











14 I Ð I ` 1
15 return U , X, Ê
r
e
I take a greedy approach to trajectory updates. The minimum cost trajec-
tory is selected as the update (line 11). However, the update is accepted only
if it provides a lower cost (lines 12-13). Finally, the algorithm returns feasible
and robust controls (U), the corresponding nominal state sequence, X, and the
corresponding real-world expected divergence metric (line 15).
4.4.2 Cost functions
For physics-based manipulation in clutter, I provide details of the objective.




vici, i P ta, c, d, yu (4.33)
where vi ě 0 is a constant weight, the cost terms penalize robot acceleration
(ca), scene disturbance (cd), collision (cc), and toppling (cy).
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4.4.2.1 Acceleration cost (ca):
I am interested in robot motion with minimal changes in robot velocity in
between timesteps. I encode this desired behaviour in the robot acceleration
cost:
caput´1,utq “ ||ut ´ ut´1||
2 (4.34)
4.4.2.2 Disturbance cost (cd):
The disturbance cost penalizes displacing each of the D dynamic objects from







4.4.2.3 Collision cost (cc):
Here, I penalize collisions between the robot and all static objects in the envi-





1 if robot collides with static objects
0 otherwise
(4.36)
Here, I consider collisions between all robot links (including the end-effector)
with static objects in the environment.
4.4.2.4 Toppling cost (cy):











1 if object i is toppled
0 otherwise
(4.38)







φN “ arccospv̂G ¨ r̂GOq (4.40)
where rGO is the position vector from a point G inside the gripper to a point O,
the object’s center of mass, v̂G is the gripper’s forward unit direction, wφ ą 0 is
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a constant weight, and φN is the angular distance between the gripper’s forward
unit direction and the unit vector r̂GO.
In some cases, a desired terminal state xd can be provided to the optimizer.





||xd ´ x|| if xd is given
cgpxq otherwise
(4.41)
A sampling-based, derivative-free approach is well suited to handle these
discontinuous cost functions.
4.4.3 Time complexity of robust planner
Physics simulation is the most computationally expensive operation for the
RobustSTO algorithm. This is done both in the TrajRollout(.) and in the
ComputeMetrics(.) subroutines.
Let Tu be the physics simulation time for a single control input ut applied
for control duration ∆t. Then, the serial optimization time, T
s is a sum of
TuNpline 1q, TuNNcpNw ` 1q (line 2), TuNSI (line 8), and TuNNcpNw ` 1qSI
(line 9).
Thus, the serial computation time is:
T s “ TuNpSI ` 1qpNcpNw ` 1q ` 1q (4.42)
Rollouts either in TrajRollout(.) or in ComputeMetrics(.) can be computed
simultaneously in parallel. Thus, a parallel implementation gives an optimiza-
tion time T p, independent of S, Nw, and Nc:
T p “ TuNpI ` 1q (4.43)
RobustSTO is a polynomial time algorithm with complexity OpNpI ` 1qq.
This means that the algorithm is fast, provided sufficient parallel cores are
available (at least Nc ˆNW ˆ S).
4.4.4 Model-Predictive Control
I use a model-predictive controller (MPC) as the closed-loop controller in this
work. It calls the trajectory optimizer online, during execution, to solve a finite
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horizon optimal control problem. It executes the first action in the control
sequence, updates the internal state with camera feedback, and then runs the
trajectory optimizer again to generate a new control sequence, and repeats this
process at every step. I use only the deterministic objective J during MPC, i.e,
a version of Alg. 5 without robustness computations.
4.5 Robot Experiments and Results
Through my experiments, I ask two important questions:
• How does the open and closed-loop execution planning and control frame-
work compare with only open-loop and only closed-loop approaches?
• How does the normal divergence metric proposed in prior work compare
with the real-world divergence metric proposed in this chapter, for ma-
nipulation in the real-world?
I answer these questions through real-world robot experiments.
4.5.1 Setup
The robot is a 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) UR5 arm with a 1-DOF Robotiq
2-finger gripper. I use Mujoco[92] as the physics simulator to plan all robot
actions. The planning environment consists of a shelf and 10 different objects,
including some from the YCB dataset [19]. Object pose is captured with the
OptiTrack motion capture system. In Table. 4.1, I detail all parameters used
throughout the experiments.
4.5.2 Baselines
In this work, I compare against four baselines:
4.5.2.1 Open-loop execution (OL)
This is an approach where I minimize the deterministic objective J with tra-
jectory optimization. It produces a sequence of controls that are then executed
open-loop in the real-world.
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Table 4.1: Experimental parameters
Parameter value
Robustness graph
[Cro, Cnr ] [1, 1000]
Divergence metrics
rNc, Nws [4, 4]
rml,mus r0.5, 0.8skg
rµl, µus r0.2, 0.4s
Robust planning
rα, βs [10, 50]
rS,N,∆ts [4, 5, 0.2s]
rbl, bus ˘ π rad{s
Imax 10
rve, vm, vjs [2, 0.5, 1]




4.5.2.2 Robust open-loop execution (ROL)
This baseline minimizes the robust objective with trajectory optimization. The
trajectory is then executed open-loop in the real-world.
4.5.2.3 Convergent planning (CP)
This baseline uses divergence metrics in Johnson, King, and Srinivasa [47] to
generate robust plans through trajectory optimization, and executes them open-
loop.
4.5.2.4 Closed-loop control (CC)
The closed-loop control approach performs trajectory optimization at every
step, during execution, using the deterministic objective J and then executes
only the first planned control. It re-plans online until task completion.
4.5.3 Comparison of OCL with baselines
I randomly generate 20 real-world scenes by placing the target object behind
other objects, such that reaching directly for it is almost impossible. I also pick
different objects to surround the target in each scene. I fix the robot’s initial
configuration in all scenes to allow for easy scene reset. I run each baseline
and OCL to complete the manipulation task. That’s a total of 100 robot
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manipulation runs - 5 methods per scene. I recorded success, planning time,
execution time, divergence metrics, and finally what percentage of trajectory
segments are executed open-loop vs. closed-loop in a given scene (for OCL).
Results are shown in Fig. 4.4.
4.5.4 Execution success
I find that the proposed method, OCL, is more successful in completing the
reaching in clutter tasks, compared to all the other baselines. As shown in
Fig. 4.4a, open-loop execution (OL) has the least success rate - a difference of
about 35% compared to the interleaved open and closed-loop approach proposed
in this work. An interesting observation is that the interleaved open and closed-
loop approach outperforms closed-loop control. One explanation for this is that
the starting trajectory for OCL is more robust compared to that of CC.
4.5.5 Planning time
The planning time is the total time spent by planners before the robot executes
its first action.
I show the planning time in Fig. 4.4b.
On my PC with 4 cores, we see that the robust planning time is higher
than that of planning without robustness metrics (OL and CC). However, on
a server with 64 cores (S ¨Nc ¨Nw), both standard planning (OL and CC) and
robust planning would have similar planning times. This is thanks to potential
parallelization of trajectory rollouts with time complexity detailed in Sec. 4.4.3.
4.5.6 Execution time
The execution time is the total time spent after the robot starts executing it’s
first action.
As shown in Fig. 4.4c, the execution time of OCL is close to that of tradi-
tional open-loop execution (i.e ROL, OL, and CP ) but much lower than full
closed-loop control.
This difference would be much higher for scenes with less number of objects,
since completely open-loop plans could be found. However, even in such simple
scenes, a fully closed-loop approach would stop at each step to re-plan, taking
much more time to complete the manipulation task.
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(a) Success rate (b) Planning time (4 cores)
(c) Execution time (d) Divergence metrics
(e) Open and closed-loop percentages
Figure 4.4: Experimental results comparing the interleaved
open and closed-loop execution method (OCL) with other base-
lines. I randomly created 20 real-world scenes and ran all five
methods on each scene. I recorded success, planning time, exe-
cution time, divergence metrics, and finally what percentage of
trajectory segments are executed open-loop vs. closed-loop in a
given scene. All error bars indicate a 95% confidence interval of
the mean.
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4.5.7 Real or normal divergence metrics
Normal divergence metrics proposed in prior work do not consider model inaccu-
racies. How does the real divergence metric compare with the normal divergence
metric, for robust planning, and execution in the real-world? Based on data
from the baseline experiments, I attempt to answer this question.
I found that the normal divergence metrics are much lower than the real
divergence metrics, as shown in Fig. 4.4d. Implying that CP should be more
successful than ROL. However, this is not the case. I’ve seen previously in
Fig. 4.4a that ROL is more successful than CP by about 10%. Thus, the real-
world divergence metric is a better estimate of the uncertainty for the reaching
in clutter task.
4.5.8 Composition of OCL plans
Using the interleaved open and closed-loop approach, what percentage of a
trajectory is executed open-loop versus closed-loop?
I recorded the percentages during OCL experiments. Results are shown in
Fig. 4.4e. I found that about 60% of a plan was executed closed-loop, while
about 40% was execute open-loop, on average.
Note that these percentages will change depending on task difficulty, espe-
cially the number of contact interactions. For example, one might see a higher
percentage of open-loop execution for a scene with only a few number of objects.
In this way, the interleaved open and closed-loop approach (OCL) has the
potential to adapt to varying task difficulty, executing fully open-loop or fully
closed-loop or anything inbetween.
4.5.9 Examples of robust trajectory segments
What sort of robust trajectory segments were encountered during experiments?
One major robustness strategy is the funnelling action, where the robot
pushes an object towards the shelf wall and grasps it. This is shown in Fig. 4.5.
On the left image, I show part of the robustness metric computation where
initial state uncertainty is reduced, through a robust robot motion. On the
right, I see the real-world execution during one of my experiments.
Another robustness strategy is a stable side push on an object as shown in
Fig. 4.6. The box is pushed towards the cylinder in a robust way, where the
initial state uncertainties are reduced.
One final robustness strategy for the robot is to avoid any contact and move
completely in free space. I’ve seen this strategy in Fig. 4.1.
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Robustness computation Real-world execution
Figure 4.5: A sample robust segment from the interleaved open
and closed-loop approach. The left image shows a part of the
robustness metric computation. I see that the initial state un-
certainty is reduced through a funnelling action that pushes the
target object towards the shelf, and grasps it. On the right image
I see the robust segment executed open-loop in the real world.
Robustness computation Real-world execution
Figure 4.6: A sample robust segment from the interleaved open
and closed-loop approach. The left image shows a part of the
robustness metric computation. I see that the initial state un-
certainty is reduced through a stable side push. On the right
image I see the robust segment executed open-loop in the real
world.
4.5.10 Sample plans from the different planners
In Fig. 4.7, I show several plans from all baselines tested in the real-world. I
show these in four different scenes.
In the first row, I see an open-loop execution failure. The black box didn’t
move out of the way as planned. It ended up in the gripper at the final state.
This is a failure.
In the second row I see a trajectory planned through the normal divergence
metrics. The motion of the cylinder is different from originally planned in
simulation. Thus, the cylinder ended up in the robot’s gripper - a failure case.
In the third row, I show a successful run from the robust open-loop execution
method where I use the real-world divergence metrics proposed in this work.
The robot pushes the brown cylinder in a robust manner onto other supporting
objects. It successfully reaches for the green target object.
Finally, in the last row, I show a closed-loop control run, where the robot
re-plans at every step to successfully reach for the green target object.






















































































Figure 4.7: Examples of successful and failed manipulation
plans from different planning and execution methods.
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4.5.11 Summary of results
In summary, OCL achieves a good trade-off between success rates and execution
time. It spends more time for closed-loop control where needed and resorts to
open-loop execution wherever possible. It realizes a more successful and fluent
execution compared to baselines.
4.6 Discussion
In this chapter, I present for the first time, an interleaved open and closed-loop
control framework for physics-based manipulation under uncertainty. I derived
robustness metrics through contraction theory, and used these metrics to plan
robust robot motions. I separated a trajectory into robust and non-robust seg-
ments through a minimum cost search on a directed robustness graph. Robust
segments are executed open-loop while non-robust segments are executed with
model-predictive control. I show through experiments on a real robotic sys-
tem, that the open and closed-loop approach is more successful for reaching in
clutter, while achieving more fluent/real-time execution in comparison with the
closest competing baseline, closed-loop control.
The method presented in this chapter is similar to the online re-planning
approach proposed in Chapter 3 where the robot does not re-plan at every step.
It uses deviation between the planned state and the current real-world state to
decide whether or not to re-plan. The problem with such an approach is that
the current real-world state may be a failure state or it may be close to such
a failure state, whereas a robust action (if available) would prevent the system






Can a robot be optimistic in the face of uncertainty? Can it adapt its ac-
tions to the accuracy requirements of a task? Unlike methods introduced in
prior chapters, I propose a planning and control algorithm for non-prehensile
manipulation that embraces uncertainty. The key feature of my algorithm is
task-adaptivity : the planner can adapt to the accuracy requirements of a task,
performing fast or slow pushes.
For example in Fig. 5.1 (top), the robot is pushing an object on a narrow
strip. The task requires high-accuracy during pushing — otherwise the object
can fall down. The controller therefore generates slow pushing actions that
make small but careful progress to the goal pose of the object. In Fig. 5.1
(bottom), however, the object is on a wide table and the goal region for the
object is large (circle drawn on the table). In this case, the controller generates
only a small number of fast pushing actions to reach the goal quickly — even
if this creates more uncertainty about the object’s pose after each action, the
task can still be completed successfully. I present a controller that can adapt
to tasks with different accuracy requirements, such as in these examples.
A common feature of existing work is the reliance on the quasi-static model
of pushing [69, 43]. While one reason of the popularity of the quasi-static
model may be the simpler analytic equations of motion it enables one to de-
rive, another reason is the slow nature of quasi-static interactions, which keeps
the uncertainty during pushing tightly bounded and therefore easier to control
accurately.
However, accuracy is not the main criterion for every task, as I illustrate in
Fig. 5.1. Fast motions, even if inaccurate, may be desired during some tasks. We
humans also adapt our actions to the task (Fitts’s law [32]). Imagine reaching
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Goal in 1 action
Figure 5.1: Task-adaptive pushing with 21 slow actions for
a high accuracy task (top) and a single fast action for a low
accuracy task (bottom).
into a fridge shelf that is crowded with fragile objects, such as glass jars and
containers. You move slowly and carefully. However, if the fridge shelf is almost
empty, only with a few plastic containers that are difficult-to-break, you move
faster with less care.
The major requirements to build a task-adaptive planner/controller are:
1. The planner must consider a variety of actions (different push-
ing speeds): The robot should not be limited to moving at quasi-static
speeds. It must consider dynamic actions wherever possible to complete
a given task as fast as possible.
2. The planner must consider action-dependent uncertainty: Different
actions can induce different amounts of uncertainty into the system. For
example, pushing an object for a longer distance (or equivalently pushing
faster for a fixed amount of time) would induce more uncertainty than
pushing a short distance (or equivalently pushing slower for a fixed amount
of time) [97].
One way to build such a controller is to model the problem as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) with stochastic dynamics, where the stochasticity is
action-dependent. Then, if this MDP is solved for an optimal policy under
a cost that includes time to reach the goal, the resulting policy will use fast
actions when it can, and fall back to slow actions for tasks that require higher
accuracy.
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In this chapter, I model the problem as an MDP. However, I do not search
for a globally optimal policy as this would be prohibitively computationally ex-
pensive. Instead, I solve the MDP online [78, 50] with an approximate solution.
Even in this online setting, evaluating the value of all possible actions (includ-
ing actions of a wide variety of speeds), proves computationally expensive, since
the cost of physics-based predictions is high. Therefore, instead of evaluating
all possible actions, at any given state, I first use a fast trajectory optimizer to
suggest a reduced set of promising actions, i.e. actions that are known to drive
the system to the goal under the deterministic setting. I then evaluate these
actions under uncertainty to pick the best one.
My specific contributions include a task-adaptive online solution to the
MDP for pushing-based manipulation and a trajectory optimizer to generate
actions for evaluation under the MDP setting. Additionally, I compare my task-
adaptive planner with a standard model predictive control approach where the
initial candidate control sequence for trajectory optimization is composed of
only slow actions, for high and low accuracy tasks under different levels of un-
certainty. I show that my approach achieves higher success rates in significantly
smaller amounts of time, especially for tasks that do not require high accuracy.
Finally, I implement my approach on a real robotic system for tasks requiring
different accuracy levels and compare it with standard MPC. Results can be
found in the video at https://youtu.be/8rz_f_V0WJA.
5.1 Task-Adaptive Planning as an MDP
I consider the problem where a robot must plan a sequence of non-prehensile
actions to take an environment from an initial configuration to a desired goal
configuration. I consider two task categories: In the pushing task the goal is to
push a target object into a goal region; and in the grasping in clutter task the
goal is to bring a target object, among other objects, into the robot’s hand. My
scenes contain D dynamic objects. qi refers to the full pose of each dynamic
object, for i “ 1, . . . , D. I assume a flat working surface and the robot is not
allowed to drop objects off the edges.
The robot is planar with a 1-DOF gripper. The robot’s configuration is
defined by a vector of joint values qR “ tθx, θy, θrotation, θgripperu. I represent the
complete state of my system as xt at time t. This includes the pose and velocity
of the robot and all dynamic objects; xt “ tq
R, q1, . . . , qD, 9qR, 9q1, . . . , 9qDu. My
control inputs are velocities: ut “ 9q
R applied to the robot’s joints. I then define
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the stochastic discrete time dynamics of my system as:
xt`1 “ fpxt,utq ` ζputq (5.1)
where f is a deterministic function that describes the evolution of state xt
given the action ut. I induce stochasticity in the system dynamics through
ζputq9||ut||, which is proportional to the magnitude of action ut. When I push
an object over a long distance, there are a large number of interactions/contacts
especially in cluttered environments. This implies that the uncertainty in the
resulting state at the end of a long push should be larger than that for a shorter
push [97].
I assume an initial state of the system x0. My goal is to generate a sequence
of actions for the robot such that the desired final goal configuration of the
environment is reached as quickly as possible without dropping objects off the
edge of my working surface. The final goal configuration of the environment
is defined in terms of the terminal cost of the system. It is a sub-level set of
the terminal cost, which I will detail later in this Chapter. In the foregoing
paragraphs, U “ tu0,u1, . . . ,un´1u denotes a sequence of control signals of
fixed duration ∆t applied in n time steps and I use brackets to refer to the
control at a certain time step, i.e. U rts “ ut. Similarly, X is a sequence of
states.
To build a task-adaptive controller, I formulate the problem as an MDP,
and I provide an approximate solution to it. An MDP is defined by a tuple
ă S,A, P, L1 ą, where S is the set of states, A is the set of actions, P is the
probabilistic transition function, and L1 defines the costs. In the problem S is
given by all possible values of xt. Similarly, A is given by all possible values of
ut, and P can be computed using the stochastic transition function in Eq. 5.1.
The optimal policy for an MDP is given by:
π˚pxtq “ arg min
utPA
„
L1pxt,utq ` γ ¨
ż
S





where 0 ă γ ă 1 is the discount factor, and V ˚ is the optimal value function.
An online one-step lookahead approximate solution to the MDP problem can
be found by sampling and evaluating the average value over samples as in [78,
50]:
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where Spxt,ut, Qq is the set of Q samples found by stochastically propagating
pxt,utq, and rV is an approximation of the value function. For the problem,
to compute the cost L1pxt,utq, I use a cost function L which also takes into












u ` kact (5.4)
The first term in the cost which I call the edge cost penalizes pushing an object
close to the table’s boundaries or static obstacles. I have shown the edge cost
in Fig. 3.3 where I defined a safe zone smaller than the table’s boundaries. If
an object is pushed out of this safe region as a result of an action between t and
t ` 1, I compute the pushed distance dE. Also note that k is a constant term
and no edge costs are computed for objects in the safe zone. The second term
is the environment disturbance cost which penalizes moving dynamic objects
away from their current states. The third term, kact is a constant cost incurred
for each action taken by the robot. I use we and ws to represent weights for
the edge and environment disturbance costs respectively. Then, I compute








This solution requires propagating Q samples for every possible action ut, to
find the one with the minimum total cost. Performing this for all actions ut P A
is not feasible for my purposes for a variety of reasons: First, I am interested
in actions that span a wide range of speed profiles (i.e. fast and slow), which
make my potential action set large; second, each propagation in my domain is
a physics simulation which is computationally expensive; and third, my goal is
closed-loop pushing behaviour close to real-time speeds.
5.2 Approximate Online MDP Solution
Instead of considering a large action set in the online MDP solution (Eq. 5.3),
I propose to use a small set of promising actions including both fast and slow
actions. I identify such a set of actions using a trajectory optimizer based on
the deterministic dynamics function f of the system.
Note that my approach does not discretize the action space or the state space
a priori. I adaptively sample the action space using a trajectory optimizer to
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Figure 5.2: First column: Initialization of the task-adaptive
approach with control sequences including fast (top) and slow
(bottom) actions. Second column: Stochastic trajectory opti-
mization of the initial candidate control sequences. Last column:
Action evaluation under uncertainty through sampling.
find high value actions to consider at a given current state. I also get stochastic
next state samples by applying these actions through a physics simulator.
In Alg. 6, I present my online approximate solution to the MDP.
Consider the scene in Fig. 5.2, where I have a planar gripper and an object.
My task is to push the object to a desired goal location (the red spot) while
avoiding the rectangular black obstacle. I begin by generating N candidate
action sequences tU 0, . . . ,UN´1u to the goal by using the GetActionSequences
procedure (line 1). The number of actions in each sequence varies between
nmin and nmax, and each action is of fixed duration ∆t. In the example task
(Fig. 5.2), I show the candidate action sequences in the first column where
N “ 2, nmin “ 2, and nmax “ 4. Since each action is of fixed duration, the set
of action sequences contain both fast (top) and slow (bottom) actions. Details
of how I generate these candidate control sequences are explained in Sec 5.3.
Using a trajectory optimizer (Sec. 5.4), the procedure GetOptActionSe-
quences returns N optimized control sequences tU 0˚, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,UN´1˚u, and an ap-
proximation of the value function t rV
0
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rV
N´1
u along the optimal trajecto-
ries. I visualize the optimized trajectories for the example task in the second
column.
I seek a one-step lookahead solution to the MDP , hence, I get the first
actions U i˚r0s from each of the optimized control sequences. My task is now to
select the best amongst N actions even under uncertainty. I apply each action Q
times to the stochastic state transition function in Eq. 7.1 to yield Q next state
samples (line 7). More specifically, using my system dynamics model, I apply
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Algorithm 6: Online MDP solver
Input : x0: Initial state
Parameters : Q: Number of stochastic samples
N : Number of initial candidate control sequences
nmin: Min. num. of actions in a control sequence
nmax: Max. num. of actions in a control sequence
1 tU 0, . . . ,UN´1u ÐGetActionSequencespx0, nmin, nmax, Nq
2 while task not complete do
3 tU 0˚, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,UN´1˚u, t rV
0
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rV
N´1
u Ð
4 GetOptActionSequences (x0, tU
0, . . . ,UN´1uq
5 for iÐ 0 to N ´ 1, do
6 V i “ 0









10 V i “ V i{Q
11 imin = arg miniPN V
i
12 x1 Ð execute U
iminr0s
13 check task completion
14 x0 Ð x1
15 tU 0, . . . ,UN´1u Ð
tGetActionSequencespnmin, nmax, N ´ 1q, U
iminr1 : n´ 1su
the controls (velocities) to the robot for the control duration ∆t and thereafter
I wait for a fixed extra time trest for objects to come to rest before returning the
next state and computing the cost. I can see the Q samples in the third column
(Fig. 5.2) for the example pushing task. Thereafter, on line 9, for each sample
I add the immediate cost L to the approximate value rV
i
r0s for the resulting
state. I use the same approximate value for all Q samples. I then compute an
average value for each action (line 10), select the best one and execute it (line
12). If the task is not yet complete, I repeat the whole process but also re-use
the remaining portion of the best control sequence U iminr1 : n ´ 1s from the
current iteration, thus generating only N ´ 1 new action sequences (line 15).
This algorithm chooses slow, low velocity actions for tasks that require high
accuracy but faster actions for tasks that allow inaccuracies.
In the example pushing task, Fig. 5.2 (third column), I see a wider distri-
bution in the resulting state for the fast action (top) compared to the slower
action (bottom) as a result of my uncertainty model. Such a wide distribution
in the resulting state increases the probability of undesired events happening
especially in high accuracy tasks. For example, I see that some samples for
the fast action result in collisions between the robot and the obstacle. This
implies high costs with respect to the slower action, hence my planner chooses
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Algorithm 7: GetActionSequences (x0, nmin, nmax, N)
Output : tU 0, . . . ,UN´1u: A set of candidate action sequences
Parameters : ∆t: Control duration for each action in an action
sequence
1 for k Ð 0 to N ´ 1 do








4 return tU 0, . . . ,UN´1u
Algorithm 8: GetOptActionSequences(x0, tU
0, . . . ,UN´1u)
Output : tU 0˚, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,UN´1˚u: Optimized set of action sequences
t rV
0
, . . . , rV
N´1
u Approx. value function along N
optimal trajectories
1 for iÐ 0 to N ´ 1 do




3 return tU 0˚, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,UN´1˚u, t rV
0
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rV
N´1
u
the slow action in this case, executes it and starts the whole process again from
the resulting state.
5.3 Generating a Variety of Actions
At each iteration of my online MDP solver, I provide N actions that are eval-
uated under uncertainty. First, using the GetActionSequences procedure in
Alg. 7, I generate N candidate action sequences where the number of actions
in an action sequence increases linearly from nmin to nmax (line 2).
On line 3, each of the action sequences is set to a straight line constant
velocity profile to the goal. This is a simple approach, other more complicated
velocity profiles could also be used here. Furthermore, in the GetOptActionSe-
quences procedure, Alg. 8, I use these candidate action sequences to initialize a
stochastic trajectory optimization algorithm (Sec. 5.4). The algorithm quickly
finds and returns a locally optimal solution for each of the candidate control
sequences. It also returns an approximation of the value function along N op-
timal trajectories. I use this approximate value while evaluating actions in my
online MDP solver.
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Algorithm 9: Stochastic Trajectory Optimization
Input : x0: Initial state
U : Candidate control sequence containing n actions
Output : U˚: Optimal control sequence
Parameters : K: Number of noisy trajectory rollouts
ν: Sampling variance vector
Cthresh: Success definition in terms of cost
Imax: Maximum number of iterations
1 X,C ÐTrajectoryRolloutpx0,Uq
2 while Imax not reached and SumpCq ą Cthresh do
3 for k Ð 0 to K ´ 1 do
4 δU k Ð Np0,νq Random control sequence variation








9 if SumpC˚q ă SumpCq then
10 U Ð U˚, X ÐX˚, C Ð C˚
11 for j Ð 0 to n´ 1 do




rhs Approx. value function for state x˚j along the
optimal trajectory
13 return U˚, rV
5.4 Trajectory Optimization
Trajectory optimization involves finding an optimal control sequence U˚ for
a planning horizon n, given an initial state x0, an initial candidate control





Lpxt,xt`1,utq ` wfLf pxnq (5.5)
J is obtained by applying the control sequence U starting from a given initial
state and includes the sum of running costs L and a final cost Lf . I use the
constant wf to weight the terminal cost with respect to the running cost. I
consider a deterministic environment defined by the state transition function
xt`1 “ fpxt,utq. This is a constraint that must be satisfied at all times. Then




In this chapter, I propose Alg. 9, which adapts the STOMP algorithm [49]
for non-prehensile object manipulation.
I begin with an initial candidate control sequence U and iteratively seek
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Algorithm 10: TrajectoryRollout
Input : x0: Initial state
U : Control sequence with n actions
Output : X :State sequence
C :Costs along the trajectory
1 for tÐ 0 to n´ 1 do
2 xt`1 “ fpxt,utq
3 Crts “ Lpxt,xt`1,utq Calculate cost using Eq. 5.4
4 if t ““ n´ 1 then
5 Crts “ Crts ` Lf pxt`1q Add final cost
6 return X,C
lower cost trajectories (lines 2-10) until the cost reaches a threshold or until
the maximum number of iterations is reached (line 2). I add random control
sequence variations δU k on the candidate control sequence to generate K new
control sequences at each iteration (line 5). Thereafter on line 6, I do a tra-
jectory rollout for each sample control sequence using the TrajectoryRollout
procedure in Alg. 10. It returns the corresponding state sequence X and costs
C calculated for each state along the resulting trajectory. I.e Crts is the cost
of applying action ut in state xt. After generating K sample control sequences
and their corresponding costs, the next step is to update the candidate con-
trol sequence using the UpdateTrajectory procedure. One way to do this is a







Ckrts , U˚ “ U ` δU k˚ (5.7)
Another approach is a cost-weighted convex combination similar to [94]:












Where λ is a parameter to regulate the exponentiated cost’s sensitivity. In my
experiments, for a small number of noisy trajectory rollouts K (e.g. K “ 8),
a greedy update performs better. Hence, I use the greedy update in all my
experiments.
Once the trajectory update step is complete, I update the candidate control
sequence only if the new sequence has a lower cost (line 9, Alg. 9). The trajec-
tory optimization algorithm then returns the locally optimal control sequence
and an approximation of the value function for each state along the trajectory,
where the value function is approximated using the sum of costs starting from
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that state.
The cost terms for the state-action sequences in this algorithm are equal to
the running costs in Eq. 5.4, with the addition of a terminal cost on the final






0 if Ro ´Rg ă 0
pRo ´Rgq
2 if Ro ´Rg ą 0
where Ro is the distance between the pushed object and the center of a circular
goal region of radius Rg. The terminal cost term for the task of grasping in
clutter is given by: Lf “ d
2
T ` wφ ¨ φ
2
T . I have shown how the distance dT and
the angle φT are computed in Fig. 3.2. I use wφ to weight angles relative to
distances.
5.5 Baseline Approach
I implement a standard model predictive control algorithm (MPC) as a base-
line approach. It involves repeatedly solving a finite horizon optimal control
problem using the stochastic trajectory optimizer presented in Alg. 9 and pro-
ceeds as follows: optimize a finite horizon control sequence, execute the first
action, get the resulting state of the environment and then re-optimize to find
a new control sequence. When re-optimizing, I warm-start the optimization
with the remaining portion of the control sequence from the previous iteration
such that optimization now becomes faster. I initialize the trajectory optimizer
for standard MPC with actions at the quasi-static speed. In addition, I pro-
pose another baseline approach to compare against in this work: uncertainty
aware model predictive control (UAMPC). This is a version of my online MDP
solver where only low speed actions are considered. Specifically, all the candi-
date control sequences are generated with the maximum number of actions i.e.
nmin Ð nmax.
5.6 Experiments
I call my planning approach task-adaptive model predictive control (TAMPC).
I investigate how well my approach is able to handle uncertainty and adapt to
varying tasks. First, I compare the performance of TAMPC with a standard
model predictive control (MPC) approach. Here I hypothesize that TAMPC
will complete a given pushing task within a significantly shorter period of time
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and will be able to adapt to different tasks, maintaining a high success rate
under varying levels of uncertainty.
Next, I compare the performance of my approach with uncertainty aware
MPC (UAMPC). Here I hypothesize that: UAMPC will have a similar success
rate and will take a longer amount of time to complete the task in comparison
with TAMPC.
I conduct experiments in simulation and on a real robotic system. I consider
the tasks of pushing an object to a goal region and grasping an object in clutter.
Given an environment for planning, I create two instantiations:
˝ Planning environment: The robot generates plans in the simulated
planning environment. The trajectory optimizer (Alg. 9) uses determin-
istic physics during planning and my online MDP solver uses stochastic
physics to evaluate actions.
˝ Execution environment: Here, the robot executes actions and ob-
serves the state evolution. It is the physical world for real robot ex-
periments but it is simulated for simulation experiments. The execution
environment is stochastic.
For the planning environment and the execution environment when it is
simulated, I use a physics engine, Mujoco[92], to model the deterministic state
transition function f in Eq. 7.1. I model stochasticity in the physics engine
by adding Gaussian noise on the velocities t 9qR, 9q1, . . . , 9qDu of the robot and
objects at every simulation time step:
t 9rqR, 9rq1, . . . , 9rqDu “ t 9qR, 9q1, . . . , 9qDu ` µ, µ „ N p0, βputqq (5.9)
where N is the Gaussian distribution and β is an action dependent variance
function. I create a linear model for the variance function as:
βputq “ b||ut|| (5.10)
Where b is a constant. In my simulation experiments, uncertainty level refers
to the degree of stochasticity dictated by the slope b of the variance function β
used to generate the Gaussian noise µ injected at every simulation time step in
Eq. 5.9.
5.6.1 Push planning simulation experiments
I present a high accuracy task in Fig. 5.1 (top). It is made up of a thin strip
and a small goal region. I also define a low accuracy task in Fig. 5.1 (bottom)
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(a) Success rates for low accuracy tasks (b) Success rates for high accuracy tasks
(c) Total elapsed time for low accuracy tasks (d) Total elapsed time for high accuracy tasks
Figure 5.3: Success rate and total elapsed time versus uncer-
tainty level for low and high accuracy tasks.
which is a much larger table with a wider goal region. I create 200 such planning
environments for each of the high and low accuracy tasks. For each environment:
1. I randomly select the shape (box or cylinder) of the pushed object.
2. For each object, I randomly1 select shape dimensions (radius and height
for the cylinder, extents for the boxes), mass, and coefficient of friction.
3. I randomly2 select a position on the working surface for the pushed object.
I create four uncertainty levels: no uncertainty, low uncertainty, medium un-
certainty and high uncertainty. For the no uncertainty case, no extra noise was
added to the physics engine. For low, medium and high levels of uncertainty,
b “ t0.05, 0.075, 0.1u respectively. I test the different planning and control ap-
proaches and specify a timeout of 3 minutes including all planning, re-planning
and execution.
1The uniform range used for each parameter is given here. Box x-y extents:
r0.05m, 0.075ms; box height: r0.036m, 0.05ms; cylinder radius:r0.04m, 0.07ms; cylinder
height:r0.04m, 0.05ms; mass:r0.2kg, 0.8kgs; coef. fric.:r0.2, 0.6s.
2The random position for the pushed object is sampled from a Gaussian with a mean at
the lower end of the table (0.1m from the edge of a 0.6m long table along the center axis and
a variance of 0.01m.)
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Initial scene After 1 action After 8 actions Goal in 15 actions
Initial scene After 10 actions After 40 actions Goal in 45 actions
Figure 5.4: Push planning in a changing environment (top)
using a single fast push initially and then slow pushes later on
due to the narrow strip. For the L-shaped environment (bot-
tom), the robot executes many actions to successfully navigate
the edge.
Success rates: I declare success when the robot is able to push an object
to the target region without dropping it off the edge of the table within the
specified time limit. I plot the results in Fig. 5.3a and Fig. 5.3b. For the low
accuracy level push planning task (Fig. 5.3a), TAMPC and UAMPC were able
to maintain a 100 % success rate while MPC showed a slight decrease in success
rates as uncertainty grew. For the high accuracy pushing task (Fig. 5.3b),
TAMPC and UAMPC were also able to maintain a good average success rate.
MPC on the other hand maintains a poor success rate. The major reason for
this is uncertainty.
Total time: The total time in my experiments includes all planning and exe-
cution time. Fig 5.3c and Fig 5.3d show the average of 200 scenes with 95 %
confidence interval of the mean. For the low accuracy level task, my TAMPC
planner is able to achieve the goal in under 5s (Fig 5.3c), while UAMPC and
MPC took significantly more time to complete the task. This clearly shows that
my method is able to generate successful fast actions while maintaining a high
success rate. For the high accuracy level task (Fig 5.3d), my planner is able to
generate as many small actions as needed as the uncertainty grew. Hence it was
able to maintain a high success rate and still complete the task within a very
small amount of time in comparison with the baseline approach. Furthermore, I
also test the adaptive behavior of my approach for the environments in Fig. 5.4.
In the changing environment (Fig. 5.4, top), the robot begins with a fast push
due to a large initial area. Thereafter, it naturally switches to slow pushes on
the thin strip to complete the task. For pushing in the L-shaped environment
(Fig. 5.4, bottom), the robot generally pushes slow. However, it spends a lot of
time to navigate the corner.
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Initial scene After 3 actions After 7 actions Goal in 11 actions
Figure 5.5: Grasping in clutter: The robot uses fast actions
initially but chooses slower actions as it gets closer to the goal
object near the edge of the table.
5.6.2 Grasping in clutter simulation experiments
I conducted simulation experiments for grasping in clutter in scenes similar to
Fig. 5.5. My scenes are randomly generated containing boxes and cylinders. In
addition, my robot now has four control inputs (including the gripper). I tested
the task adaptive planner in clutter to observe how the planner adapts given
different environment configurations. I see that the robot manipulates clutter
and is able to grasp the target object. An example scene is shown in Fig. 5.5
where the aim is to grasp the target object in green without pushing any other
objects off the edge of the table. The robot initially begins with fast actions to
push obstacles out of the way. However, as the robot gets closer to the target
object, it chooses slower actions due to a higher probability of task failure in
that region.
5.6.3 Real robot experiments
In the real robot experiments I use a UR5 robot with a Robotiq 2 finger gripper.
I restrict the motion of the gripper to a plane parallel to the working surface such
that I have a planar robot. I use OpenRave[23] to find kinematics solutions at
every time step. For the push planning experiments, the gripper is completely
open such that the robot receives three control inputs ut “ p 9θx, 9θy, 9θrotationq
at every time step. I use a medium uncertainty level to model the real world
stochasticity. I place markers on the pushed object and track its full pose with
a motion capture system (OptiTrack). I manually replicated three execution
worlds for each task accuracy level from the randomly generated environments
I created during push planning simulation experiments. I tested my planners
in these environments. I show snapshots from my real robot experiments. In
Fig. 5.6 (top), I have a low task accuracy environment where the standard MPC
approach is successful after 20 actions. However, by using a single dynamic push
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Initial scene After 5 actions After 10 actions Failed in 13 actions
Figure 5.6: MPC using a large number of actions to complete
a low accuracy level task (top), and causing the pushed object
to fall off for a high accuracy level task (bottom).
in Fig. 5.1 (bottom), my task-adaptive control approach is able to complete the
push planning task in under 2 seconds.
Moreover, for the high task accuracy problem, MPC was unable to push
the target object to the desired goal location (Fig. 5.6 (bottom)). It executes
actions without reasoning about uncertainty and pushed the goal object off
the edge. The task-adaptive controller was able to consider uncertainty while
generating small pushes (Fig. 5.1 (top)) to complete the task. These results can
be found in the accompanying video at https://youtu.be/8rz_f_V0WJA.
5.7 Discussion
I presented a closed-loop planning and control algorithm capable of adapting to
the accuracy requirements of a task by generating both fast and slow actions.
This is an exciting first step toward realizing task-adaptive manipulation plan-
ners. In this work, I use a stochastic trajectory optimizer that outputs locally
optimal control sequences. Thus, the resulting policy can get stuck in a local
optima. Moreover, the trajectory optimizer may not return a good control se-
quence that reaches the goal for a given task if some design parameters (e.g.
nmax) are chosen poorly.
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Physics predictions are used during multi-contact interactions for methods through-
out Chapters 3, 4, and 5. These predictions are computationally expensive. How
can we make physics predictions for robotic manipulation faster?
In this chapter, I present a method for fast and accurate physics predictions
during non-prehensile manipulation planning and control. Take the case study
in Fig.6.1, where a cylindrical object moves towards the right, pushing a box. I
am interested in predicting the motion of the pushed box, in a fast and accurate
way. To achieve this, I combine coarse physics models with fine physics mod-
els. By coarse models, I mean computationally cheap but relatively inaccurate
predictive physical models. For example in Fig.6.1a, I use a coarse model to
compute the motion of the box. The motion is not completely realistic, but I
can compute it extremely fast (7 ms wall-clock time to compute a simulated 8 s
push). By fine models, I mean computationally expensive but accurate predic-
tive physical models. In Fig.6.1d, I use a fine model (in this case, the Mujoco
simulator [92]) to compute the motion of the same box. The motion is more
realistic, but it also requires much more time to compute (668 ms).
I combine these two models to deliver a prediction that is as accurate as the
fine model but runs in substantially less wall-clock time. The motion predicted
in Fig.6.1b is similar to the fine model prediction, but is four times faster to
compute. The motion predicted in Fig.6.1c is indistinguishable from the fine
model prediction for real world manipulation purposes, and is two times faster
to compute.
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Figure 6.1: A spectrum of physics predictions from cheapest
and least accurate (a) to expensive and most accurate (d).
Given an initial state and a sequence of controls, the problem of predicting
the resulting sequence of states is a key component of a variety of model-based
planning and control algorithms [41, 49, 47, 94, 11, 39, 3, 90, 61]. Mathemati-
cally, such a prediction requires solving an initial value problem. Typically, those
are solved through numerical integration over time-steps (e.g. Euler’s method
or Runge-Kutta methods) using an underlying physics model. However, the
speed with which these accurate physics-based predictions can be performed is
still slow [26] and faster physics-based predictions can contribute significantly
to contact-based/non-prehensile manipulation planning and control.
There are several ways that could be used to construct coarse models for
manipulation planning. Quasi-static physics, which ignores accelerations, is
widely used in non-prehensile manipulation planning and control [66, 69, 34],
and can be seen as a coarse model. Learning is another method which can be
used to generate approximate but fast predictions [71, 56, 81, 100]. Recently,
with the advance of deep-learning, there has been multiple attempts at learning
approximate “intuitive” physics models which are then used for manipulation
planning [7, 28, 29, 79, 70, 25, 8]. Especially when these networks are faced
with novel objects that are not in their training data (e.g. consider a network
trained with boxes and cylinders, but used to predict the motion of an ellipse)
they can generate approximate predictions of motion, and therefore are good
candidates as coarse models.
A key question I investigate is whether I can combine such cheap but ap-
proximate models, with expensive but more accurate and general models (such
as physics engines) to generate a hybrid model that is at the required speed and
accuracy for a given manipulation task.
I do this by using a coarse physics model to obtain a rough initial guess of
the state at each time point of a trajectory. Then, I evaluate the fine physics
model in parallel across time starting from the initial guesses. Thereafter, I
combine the coarse and fine predictions using the iterative Parareal algorithm
[68, 62, 82].
In this chapter, I use this approach to perform physics-based predictions
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within a planner for robotic manipulation. Specifically, I consider the task of
pushing an object to a goal location while avoiding obstacles. I provide a cheap
coarse model and combine it with the Mujoco physics engine as the fine model.1
The planner performs trajectory optimization to generate a control sequence,
executes the first control in the sequence, and then re-runs the trajectory opti-
mizer, in a model-predictive-control fashion. I present this planner in Sec. 6.2.
As a baseline, I use the same planner, with the fine model, Mujoco, as the
predictive model. I conduct experiments in simulation and on a real setup and
show that the planner with hybrid physics models achieves the same success
rates but faster.
To the best of our knowledge, the use of Parareal for contact dynamics (and
in general for robotic planning and control) has not been investigated before.
When used for contact dynamics, the original Parareal formulation can produce
infeasible states where rigid bodies penetrate. I extend Parareal to handle these
infeasible state updates through projections to the feasible state space.
6.1 Combining Physics Models for Planning
Given an initial state x0 and a sequence of N controls tu0,u1, . . . ,uN´1u, I am
interested in predicting the resulting sequence of states tx1,x2, . . . ,xNu of a
physical system. As an example, I consider the problem of pushing an object
to a goal location with a cylindrical pusher. The system’s state consists of the









slider’s pose consists of the translation and rotation of the object on the plane
qS “ rqSx , qSy , qSθsT . The pusher’s pose is: qP “ rqPx , qPy sT and control inputs





T applied on the pusher for a control duration of ∆t.
To predict the next state of the system given an initial state and a control
input, I need a physics model F . I use a general physics engine [92] to model
the system dynamics. It solves Newton’s equations of motion for the complex
multi-contact dynamics problem:
xn`1 “ F pxn,un,∆tq. (6.1)
Normally, computing all states xn happens in a serial fashion, by evaluat-
ing (6.1) first for n “ 0, then for n “ 1, etc. Instead, I replace this inherently
serial procedure by a parallel-in-time integration process. Specifically, I adapt
the Parareal algorithm for the contact-based manipulation problem.
1I use Mujoco since it is recently the most widely used physics-engine for model-based
planning [79, 70, 25, 2].
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for Parareal iteration 2
Figure 6.2: Combining coarse and fine physics with the
Parareal algorithm (a) Initial coarse physics predictions across
time with a cheap model (C), (b) Fine physics predictions in
parallel starting from coarse initial guesses with F . (c) A
Parareal update at time n “ 1 as a linear combination of
coarse and fine approximations of the state (d) A Parareal
update at time n “ 2 using the updated state at time n “ 1,
(e) Final trajectory updates after k “ 1 Parareal iteration, (f)
Next Parareal iteration begins with fine physics predictions in
parallel.
Parareal begins with a rough initial guess of the state at each time point
n of the trajectory as shown in Fig. 6.2a. To get an initial guess, I define a
second, coarse physics model:
xn`1 “ Cpxn,un,∆tq (6.2)
It needs to be computationally cheap relative to the fine model but does not
need to be very accurate.
The next step is to evaluate the fine physics model in parallel starting from
N initial guesses as shown in Fig. 6.2b. Thereafter, I do a coarse sweep across
the time points. I start from the initial state x0 and make a coarse prediction
for the next state x1 (dotted lines in Fig. 6.2c). Now, I have 3 approximations
of the state at time n “ 1. I linearly combine these approximations to get an
update for x1 (in green). Then starting from this new update for x1, I make a
coarse prediction for the next state x2 (dotted lines in Fig. 6.2d at n “ 2). I
combine the three approximations to get an update at n “ 2. I continue this
coarse sweep for all time points to get the updated trajectory in Fig. 6.2e. This
is the end of the first iteration. I then repeat the whole process iteratively using
new updates as initial guesses as shown in Fig. 6.2f.
In summary, Parareal starts by computing rough initial guesses xk“0n of
the system states using the coarse model. The newly introduced superscript k
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counts the number of Parareal iterations. In each Parareal iteration, the guess
is then refined via
xk`1n`1 “ Cpx
k`1





for all timesteps n “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1. The key point in iteration (7.4) is that
evaluating the fine physics model can be done in parallel for all n “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1,
while only the fast coarse model has to be computed serially.
Parareal iterations converge exactly to the fine physics solution after k “ N
iterations. After one iteration, x11 is exactly the fine solution. I can see this
in Fig. 6.2c where the two coarse physics predictions in Eq. 7.4 are same and
cancel out. After two iterations, x11 and x
2
2 are exactly the fine solutions and
so on.
The idea is to stop Parareal at much earlier iterations such that it requires
significantly less wall-clock time than running F serially step-by-step. To do
this, C must be computationally much cheaper than F .
Parareal can be thought of as producing a spectrum of solutions increasing
in accuracy and computational cost, from the cheap coarse physics model to
the expensive fine physics model — i.e. the N different approximations after
each iteration. An important question is which of these models to choose; i.e.
how many iterations of Parareal to use? To decide on the required prediction
accuracy, I rely on recent work which analyzes the stochasticity in real-world
pushing [97, 13]. I propose to stop Parareal when the approximation error with
respect to the fine model is below the real-world pushing stochasticity.
Note that, for the sake of simplicity, I assume here that the number of
controls N and the number of processors used to parallelize in time are identical.
6.1.1 Expected speedup performance of Parareal
I can describe the expected performance of Parareal by a simple theoretical
model [72]. Let cc and cf be the time needed to compute the coarse physics
model C and the fine physics model F respectively, for a duration of ∆t. The
speedup of Parareal sp over the serial fine model is approximately:
sp “
N ¨ cf








This illustrates the importance of finding a cheap coarse model that minimizes
the ratio cc{cf . In that case, speedup will be determined mainly by the number
of iterations K. For example, for a coarse model with negligible cost, after
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Figure 6.3: Coarse physics model
K “ 1 Parareal iteration with N “ 4 sub-intervals, then the theoretical speedup
would be sp „ N{K “ 4. That is, I can expect to make physics predictions
about four times faster than using only the fine physics model in serial.
6.1.2 Coarse physics model
As a case study, I consider the challenging problem of pushing an object. I seek
a general coarse physics model with the following requirements:
• It must be significantly cheaper to compute with respect to the fine model.
• It must provide a physics prediction for all possible pusher motions but
can be inaccurate.
• It must provide a prediction for sliders of any shape and inertial parame-
ters.
Instead of solving Newton’s equation of motion for the multi-contact dy-
namics problem, I propose a simple kinematic pushing model Cpxn,un,∆tq. It
moves the slider with the same linear velocity as the pusher, as long as there
is contact between the two. I also apply a rotation to the slider, based on the
position and direction of the contact, with respect to the center of the object.















¨ pc ¨∆t (6.5)
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n ` un ¨∆t, 9q
P
n`1 “ un. (6.8)
In Eq. 6.5 the slider’s pose is updated as described above. Here, pc is the ratio of
the distance dcontact travelled by the pusher when in contact with the slider and
the total pushing distance as shown in Fig. 6.3. rc is a vector from the contact
point to the object’s center (green dot) at the current state qSn, θ is the angle
between the pushing direction and the vector rc. Moreover, ω is the coarse
angular velocity induced by the pusher on the slider, where Kω is a positive
constant parameter.
Also note that, even though Fig. 6.3 shows the pusher and slider in contact
at the next time step, this does not have to be so; i.e. the coarse model can
leave the two in separation.
In Eq. 6.7 the velocity of the slider is updated to be the same as the current
pusher velocity if there is any contact. In Eq. 6.8 the pusher position and
velocity are updated.
6.1.3 Infeasible states
The new iterate xk`1n`1 given by the Parareal iteration (Eq. 7.4) can be an infea-
sible state where the pusher and slider penetrate each other. Contact dynamics
is not well-defined for such states. It can lead to infinitely large object ac-
celerations and an unstable fine physics model. I have not encountered such
a problem of infeasible (or unallowed) states in other dynamics domains that
Parareal has been applied to.
To handle these cases, I project the infeasible state to the nearest feasible
state. I write the following optimization problem:




n`1 ||, s.t. dp ď 0 (6.9)
where q
Sinfeasible
n`1 is the infeasible slider’s pose, and dp is the penetration
depth. The goal is to find the nearest slider pose qS˚n`1 that satisfies the no-
penetration constraint dp ď 0.
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I can use an off-the-shelf optimizer to find a solution rather efficiently. How-
ever, for simple systems I can analytically find the penetration depth and move
the slider along the contact normal to resolve penetration.
In Sec. 6.3.2, I evaluate the open-loop pushing performance of our hybrid
physics models. Our goal is to use these hybrid models for planning and control.
6.2 Push Planning and Control
I use the predictive models described above in a planning and control framework
for pushing an object on a table to a goal location, avoiding a static obstacle.
This task retains many challenges of general robotic control through contact
such as impulsive contact forces, under-actuation and hybrid dynamics (sepa-
ration, sticking, sliding, e.t.c.). I present an example scene and execution in
Fig. 6.4.
To solve this problem, I take an optimization approach. Given the obstacle
and goal position and geometry, the current state of the pusher and slider x0,
and an initial candidate sequence of controls tu0,u1, . . . ,uN´1u, the optimiza-
tion procedure outputs an optimal sequence tu˚0 ,u
˚
1 , . . . ,u
˚
N´1u according to
some defined cost. I explain this optimization process, and the cost formulation
that is optimized, below (Sec. 6.2.1).
The predictive models that I have developed earlier in the paper are used
within this optimizer to roll-out a sequence of controls, to predict the states
tx1, . . . ,xNu, which are then used to compute the cost associated with those
controls.
Once the optimization produces a sequence of controls, I use it in a model-
predictive-control (MPC) fashion, by executing only the first control in the
sequence. Afterwards, I update x0 with the observed state of the system, and
repeat the optimization to generate a new control sequence. This is repeated
until task completion. I consider the task completed if the slider reaches the
goal region (success), if it hits the obstacle (failure), if it falls off the edge of the
table (failure) or if a maximum number of controls are executed before failure
occurs.
When I repeat the optimization within MPC, I warm-start it by using the
previously optimized control sequence as the initial candidate sequence. For the
very first optimization, the initial candidate sequence is generated as a straight
line push towards the goal (which collides with the obstacle in all our scenes).
Such an optimization-based MPC approach to pushing manipulation is fre-
quently used [11, 41, 54, 3]. Here, our focus is to evaluate the performance of
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Figure 6.4: Push planning with a hybrid physics model to
avoid an obstacle (in black) while pushing the cylindrical slider
to a goal location (in red).
different predictive physics models described before in the paper within such a
framework.
6.2.1 Trajectory Optimization
In this section I use the shorthand u0:N´1 to refer to the control sequence
tu0,u1, . . . ,uN´1u. Similarly for states I use x0:N .
Our goal is to find an optimal control sequence u˚0:N´1 for a planning horizon
N , given an initial state x0, and an initial candidate control sequence u0:N´1.






Jnpxn,un´1,unq ` w ¨ JNpxNqq, (6.10)
where Jn is the running cost at each step, w is a positive weighting constant,
JN is the terminal (final) cost function.
The output of optimization is the minimizing control sequence:
u˚0:N´1 “ arg min
u0:N´1
Jpx0:N ,u0:N´1q, s.t. xn`1 “ fpxn,un,∆tq, x0 fixed.
(6.11)
Here, f is the system dynamics constraint that must be satisfied at all times.
I define the running cost for our pushing around an obstacle problem as:
Jnpxn,un´1,unq “ ws ¨ p1{||rq
sx , qsy sT ´ pobs||
2





`wu ¨ ||ut ´ ut´1||
2
`WE
where ws, wp, wu are positive constant weights. pobs is the position vector of
the static obstacle to be avoided, and rqsx , qsy s are the x,y positions of the
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slider respectively. The above formula associates high cost for the slider or the
pusher to approach the obstacle. It has a smoothness cost, to prevent high
accelerations. Additionally, it has a constant edge cost WE for the slider falling
off the table.
I define the final cost JN as: JNpxnq “ ||rq
sx , qsy sT ´ pgoal||
2, where pgoal is
the position vector of the target/goal location.
There exists different optimization methods to solve this problem [61, 49, 94,
41, 3]. The main difference lies in the way the cost gradient is computed for a
given sequence of controls. For ease of implementation, here I use derivative-free
stochastic sampling-based methods [49, 94, 3]. Particularly, I use the algorithm
Chapter 5. In each optimization iteration, to find the cost gradient at the
current control sequence, these stochastic sampling methods generate multiple
noisified versions of the current control sequence, they roll-out these noisy con-
trols to find the cost associated with each one, and use these costs to compute a
numerical gradient, which is then used to update the control sequence to min-
imize the cost. The roll-out of these noisy control sequences to compute the
resulting states and the cost is where I use the physics models.
6.2.2 Parareal and MPC
The Parareal framework for generating hybrid physics models yields itself well
to model-predictive control. Recall from Fig. 6.2e that after 1 Parareal iteration,
physics prediction for the first state x1 is exactly the same as the fine model.
This means planning is accurate at least for the first action for all our hybrid
models. This aligns well with our MPC framework since I execute only the first
action and then re-plan.
6.3 Experiments and Results
In our experiments, I address three key issues. First, I investigate how fast
Parareal converges to the fine physics solution for pushing tasks. Second, I
investigate the open-loop pushing performance of different physics models and
compare it with real-world data. Finally, I investigate how the different physics
models generated by Parareal (at different iterations) can be used within a
planning and control framework to complete non-prehensile manipulation tasks.
The goal of Parareal for push planning is to simulate physics faster than
any given fine physics model. Therefore, I must stop Parareal at much earlier
iterations to achieve meaningful speedup. However, I must also understand how
different Parareal’s predictions are with respect to the fine physics predictions
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at different iterations. I investigate Parareal’s convergence for specific pushing
examples in Sec. 6.3.1.1. In addition, in Sec. 6.3.1.2, I measure the empirical
speedup I get from Parareal, and compare it with the theoretical speedup that
was presented in Sec. 6.1.1.
During push planning and control, I must decide on a Parareal iteration
that gives us an acceptable approximation to the fine solution. To this end, in
Sec 6.3.2, I conduct open-loop pushing experiments. I statistically investigate
Parareal’s approximation error with respect to the fine solution, for a particular
number of Parareal iterations. To do that, I start from a large number of random
initial states and apply different control sequences open-loop. I then analyze
how these statistical approximation errors compare with the standard deviation
of the real-world uncertainty during similar pushing tasks [97].
In Sec 6.3.3 I investigate the performance of different physics models pro-
duced by Parareal, when used within the MPC framework described in Sec. 6.2
to push an object to a goal region, avoiding an obstacle. I compare the suc-
cess rates and total task completion times for the different physics models (the
coarse model, Parareal at different iterations, and the fine model). I perform
these experiments on a real robot setup Sec 6.3.3.
6.3.1 Parareal convergence for pushing
6.3.1.1 Parareal convergence for specific pushing examples:
I consider simulating the results of applying a control sequence starting from
an initial state for a box and a cylinder as shown in Fig. 6.5. I consider four
cases: pushing a cylinder from the center (Fig. 6.5a), pushing a cylinder from
the side, pushing a box from the center, and finally pushing a box from the side
(Fig. 6.5b). The control sequence used here is u0:3 “ tr25, 0s, r25, 0s, r25, 0s, r25, 0summ{s
where each control input is applied for a control duration ∆t “ 1s such that
the total pushing distance is 100mm.
I use the Mujoco [92] physics engine as the fine physics model. To make the
fine model as fast as possible, I run it at the largest possible simulation time-
step (1ms) for our model. Beyond this time-step, the physics engine becomes
unstable and breaks down. In addition, all experiments are run on a desktop
computer (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E3-1225 v3) with N “ 4 cores. At each
iteration of Parareal, I calculate the root mean square (RMS) error between
Parareal’s predictions and the physics engine’s predictions of the corresponding
sequence of states. These RMS errors can be seen in Fig. 6.5 for two different
cases. The results are similar for others. Note that the errors are given in log
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(a) Center cylinder push (b) Side box push
Figure 6.5: Root mean square error (in log scale) along the
full trajectory for pushing a cylinder (a) and box (b) from the
center and side respectively, for increasing Parareal iterations.
The motions are illustrated lower-right in each plot.
scale for the full state of the slider (pose and velocities). In general, I see a
quick decrease in the error along the full trajectory starting from the large error
of the coarse model at iteration 0. In addition, at the final iteration, I verify
that the Parareal solution is exactly the same as using the fine model since the
errors go to 0.
6.3.1.2 Parareal speedup for specific pushing examples:
Using each hybrid physics model, I repeatedly predict the sequence of states
(which is deterministic for a given physics model) and record the total time it
takes (which varies slightly depending on computer load). In Fig. 6.6, I see
the average prediction time over 100 runs for each physics model for a box side
push. These actual prediction times are close to the expected prediction time
(Eq. 6.4) for the different physics models. For example, at 1 Parareal iteration
I spent 28% of the time spent by the full physics engine, i.e. about four times
faster. The results for the cylinder side push, cylinder center push and box
center push are similar to those in Fig. 6.6.
6.3.2 Open-loop pushing experiments
I compare the predictions of different physics models (Parareal iterations) for
open-loop pushing. I start from 100 randomly sampled initial states2. At each
initial state, I used three different control sequences, giving 300 different slider
trajectories. The three control sequences ut1,2,3u that I used at each initial state
2I change the pusher’s position along the direction perpendicular to the direction of motion.
I sample uniformly within the edges of the slider (rectangle).
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Figure 6.6: Physics simulation time averaged over 100 runs for
a box side push within 95 % confidence interval of the mean.
were fixed, and are given by:






u, i P 1, 2, 3
(6.12)
vc is a constant pushing speed:vc “ 25mm{s.
I applied each control input for a duration of ∆t “ 1.5s such that the total
distance travelled by the pusher is 150mm in all cases. I calculated for each
physics model (Parareal iteration), the RMS difference of the final state (in
comparison with the final state prediction of the fine physics model) for the 300
trajectories.
Our results are shown in Table. 6.1. I see that on the average the coarse
physics model is quite inaccurate but with increasing Parareal iterations, the
mean difference from the fine physics model goes to zero. However, to decide
on how much error with respect to the physics engine is appropriate for pushing
tasks, I look at the real-world’s uncertainty for pushing dynamics.
Yu et al. [97] provide real-world pushing data for a similar pusher-slider
system. Starting at the same initial state, they push a box repeatedly in the
real-world with a cylindrical pusher and record the resulting final positions.
The pushing distance is 150mm with a quasi-static pushing speed of 20mm{s.
As shown in Table 6.1, they record a translation standard deviation of 8.10mm
and a rotation standard deviation of 4.20
˝
on a plywood surface. Notice that for
Parareal after 2 iterations, I see a mean translation difference of 6.39mm and
a mean rotation difference of 3.82
˝
when compared to the fine model (physics
engine) predictions.
I conclude that, for real-world purposes, it should not be necessary to run
Parareal for more than 2 iterations, as approximating the physics engine more
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Table 6.1: Open-loop pushing
Mean trans. diff. (mm) Mean rot. diff. (deg)
Coarse Physics 62.67 17.63
Parareal-1 iter. 28.43 6.30
Parareal-2 iter. 6.39 3.82
Parareal-3 iter. 2.47 0.79
Parareal-4 iter. 0.00 0.00
Trans. std. (mm) Rot. std. (deg)
Push dataset [97] 8.10 4.20
accurately than the inherent uncertainty in real-world pushing should not con-
tribute to real-world performance. Note that, 2 Parareal iterations here corre-
sponds to a) exactly the fine physics predictions for your first two actions and
b) a model that is two times faster than the physics engine.
6.3.3 Push planning and control with hybrid
physics models
I measure the performance of the different physics models when used within the
optimization and MPC framework, described in Sec. 6.2, to push an object to
a goal region, while avoiding an obstacle.
Our real robot setup is shown in Fig. 6.8 where I have a Robotiq two-finger
gripper holding the cylindrical pusher. I place markers on the pusher and slider
to sense their full pose in the environment with the OptiTrack motion capture
system. I consider 5 randomly generated scenes (one shown in Fig. 6.8) where
the pusher must avoid the obstacle at the center of the table before bringing the
slider to the goal location. For each of the 5 scenes, I used the coarse physics
model, Parareal iterations (1,2, and 3), and the full physics engine for push
planning and control. That is a total of 25 planning and control runs with
the real robot. I plan using our various physics models and execute actions in
the real world in an MPC fashion. For the stochastic trajectory optimizer, our
control sequences contain 4 control inputs each applied for a control duration
of ∆t “ 1s. In addition, I use 20 noisy control sequence samples (as explained
in Sec. 6.2.1) per optimization iteration for the trajectory optimizer with an
exploration variance of 10´4. Normally, each noisy control sequence of the
optimizer is rolled out independently. However, since I use a standard quad-
core desktop PC, the parallelization is across time only.
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Figure 6.7: Total task completion time (within 95 percent con-
fidence interval of the mean) for push planning with obstacle
avoidance using different physics models for 100 randomly sam-
pled initial states.
As the pusher attempts to bring the slider to a desired goal location, there
are three possible failure modes. First, I declare failure when the slider collides
with the static obstacle. Second, I declare failure when the pusher is unable
to bring the slider to the goal location after executing 20 actions (5 times the
number of actions in a given control sequence). Third, I declare failure when
the slider falls off the edge of the table.
For each hybrid physics model, I achieved 100% success rate on the real
robot. This is same as using a full physics engine, only significantly faster
Fig. 6.7. For instance, using 1 Parareal iteration, I can complete the push
planning task about four times faster than the physics engine. Note that the
planning times here can be reduced by parallelizing the stochastic trajectory
optimizer on a PC with more cores. Currently, the 4 cores of our PC is used to
parallelize across time. Furthermore, in all the 5 scenes considered, the robot
was unable to complete the push planning task by using only the coarse model.
I present snapshots from the experiments in Fig. 6.8.
6.4 Discussion
This chapter introduces a method to combine coarse and fine physics models
for manipulation planning and control, using parallel-in-time integration. It
introduces a coarse physics model and combines it with a physics engine as fine
model to speed-up physics predictions. I showed faster physics-based robotic
manipulation planning and control with hybrid models where task success rates
weren’t sacrificed. I considered a simplified manipulation task of single object
pushing, which however still retains many of the challenges of contact-based
manipulation. Multi-object contact scenarios are addressed in the next chapter.
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S
Figure 6.8: Pushing with a hybrid physics model. I complete
the push planning task about four times faster than a physics
engine.
Another important point is the convergence of Parareal. Faster convergence can
result in faster physics predictions. Parareal’s convergence can be improved with
a better coarse physics model as we demonstrate in the next Chapter.
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In Chapter 6, I demonstrated that physics predictions for a robot pushing a
single object can be made faster by combining a fine physics-based model with a
simple, coarse physics-based model using the parallel-in-time method Parareal.
Using 4 cores, Parareal was about a factor two faster than the fine physics
engine alone while providing comparable accuracy and the same success rate
for a push planning problem with obstacle avoidance.
In this chapter, I extend these results by investigating a deep neural net-
work as coarse model and show that it leads to faster Parareal convergence. I
also demonstrate that Parareal can be used to speed up physics prediction in
scenarios where the robot pushes multiple objects, such as in Fig. 7.1.
7.1 Robotic Manipulation with Parareal
7.1.1 Robotic manipulation
Consider the scene shown in Figure 7.1. The robot’s manipulation task is to
control the motion of the green goal object through pushing contact from the
cylindrical pusher in the robot’s gripper. The robot needs to push the goal
object into a goal region marked with an X. It is allowed to make contact with
other sliders but not to push them off the table or into the goal region.
The system’s state at time point n consists of the pose q and velocities, 9q
of the pusher P and Ns sliders, S
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Figure 7.1: Example of a robotic manipulation planning and
control task using physics predictions. The robot controls the
motion of the green object solely through contact. The goal is
to push the green object into the target region marked X. The
robot must complete the task without pushing other objects off
the table or into the goal region.









θsT . The pusher’s pose is qP “ rqPx , qPy sT and control inputs





T applied on the pusher at time n for a control du-
ration of ∆t.
A robotics planning and control algorithm takes in an initial state of the
system x0, and outputs an optimal sequence of controls tu0,u1, . . . ,uN´1u.
However, to generate this optimal sequence, the planner needs to simulate
many different control sequences and predict many resulting sequences of states
tx1,x2, . . . ,xNu.
The planner makes these simulations through a physics model F of the real-
world that predicts the next state xn`1 given the current state xn and a control
input un
xn`1 “ F pxn,un,∆tq. (7.1)
I use the general physics engine Mujoco [92] to model F . It solves differential
algebraic equations of motion for the complex multi-contact dynamics problem





where q, v, and M are position vector, velocity vector, and inertia matrix
respectively in generalized coordinates. b contains bias forces (Coriolis, gravity,
centrifugal, springs), fE and fC are impulses caused by equality constraints and
contacts respectively and JE and JC are the corresponding Jacobians and τ are
external/applied forces. The equations are then solved numerically. Mujoco
obtains a discrete-time system with two options for integrators — semi-implicit
Euler or 4th order explicit Runge-Kutta.
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7.1.2 Parareal
Normally, computing all states xn happens in a serial fashion, by evaluat-
ing (7.1) first for n “ 0, then for n “ 1, etc. Parareal replaces this inher-
ently serial procedure by a parallel-in-time integration process where some of
the work can be done in parallel.
It requires a coarse physics model:
xn`1 “ Cpxn,un,∆tq. (7.3)
and it predicts states using the following equation:
xk`1n`1 “ Cpx
k`1





for all timesteps n “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1. The newly introduced superscript k counts
the number of Parareal iterations. The key point in Eq. (7.4) is that evaluating
the fine physics model can be done in parallel for all n “ 0, . . . , N ´ 1, while
only the fast coarse model has to be computed serially. Please see Chapter 6
for the complete detail on Parareal.
7.2 Coarse models
In this section, I introduce a learned coarse model and briefly summarize the
analytical coarse model from Chapter 6.
7.2.1 Learned coarse model
As an alternative to the coarse physics model, I train a deep neural network as
a coarse model for Parareal for robotic pushing.
7.2.1.1 Network architecture
The input to our neural network model is a state xn and a single action un.
The output is the change in state ∆x which is added to the input state to
obtain the next state xn`1. The dimensions of the input is 2(3Ns+2) +2, and
the dimension of the output is 2(3Ns+2). I use a feed-forward deep neural
network (DNN) with 5 fully connected layers. The first 4 contain 512, 256, 128
and 64 neurons, respectively, with ReLU activation function. The output layer
contains 24 neurons with linear activation functions.
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7.2.1.2 Dataset
I collect training data using the physics engine Mujoco [92]. Each training
sample is a tuple (xn,un,xn`1). It contains a randomly
1 sampled initial state,
action, and next state. I collect over 2 million such samples from the physics
simulator.
During robotic pushing, a physics model may need to predict the resulting
state even for cases when there is no contact between pusher and slider. I
include both contact and no-contact cases in the training data.
I train a single neural network to handle one pusher with at least one and
at most Ns objects being pushed (also called sliders). While collecting data
for a particular number of sliders, I placed the unused sliders in distinct fixed
positions outside the pushing workspace. These exact positions must be passed
to the neural network at test time if fewer than Ns sliders are active. For
example, if Ns “ 4, to make a prediction for a 3 slider scene, I place the last
slider at the same fixed position used during training.
7.2.1.3 Loss function
The standard loss function for training is the mean squared error between the
network’s prediction and the training data. On its own, this leads to infeasible
state predictions where there is pusher-slider or slider-slider penetration. I
resolve this by adding a no penetration loss term such that the final loss function
reads:

















i || ´ prp ` riq, 0q
2
`||xf ´ xNN ||2.
(7.5)
Here, WF is a constant weight, x
f is the next state predicted by the fine model,
xNN is the next state predicted by the DNN model. pNNi and p
NN
j are the new
positions of sliders i and j predicted by the DNN model, respectively, and pP is
the position of the pusher. rp is the radius of the pusher, and ri, rj represent the
radius of sliders i and j, respectively. The first line of Equation 7.5 penalizes
slider-slider penetration, the second line penalizes pusher-slider penetration,
and the third line is the standard mean squared error.
1I use rejection sampling to ensure that sampled states do not have objects in penetration,
i.e. fulfill the algebraic constraints of Eq. 7.2.
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Finally, the network makes a single step prediction. However, robotic manip-
ulation typically needs a multi-step prediction as a result of a control sequence.
To do this, I start from the initial state and apply the first action in the se-
quence to get a resulting next state. Then, I use this next state as a new input
to the network together with the second action in the sequence and so on. This
way, I repeatedly query the network with its previous predictions as the current
state input.
7.2.2 Analytical coarse model
In Chapter 6, I proposed a simple, kinematic coarse physics model for pushing
a single object. The model moves the slider with the same linear velocity as
the pusher as long as there is contact between the two. Further detail can be
found in the Chapter 6.
7.3 Planning and control with hybrid models
I use the predictive model based on Parareal described above in a planning
and control framework for pushing an object on a table to a target location. I
take an optimization approach to solve this problem. Given the table geometry,
goal position, the current state of the pusher and all sliders x0, and an initial
candidate sequence of controls tu0,u1, . . . ,uN´1u, the optimization procedure
outputs an optimal sequence tu˚0 ,u
˚
1 , . . . ,u
˚
N´1u according to some defined cost.
The predictive model is used within this optimizer to roll-out a sequence of
controls to predict the states tx1, . . . ,xNu. These are then used to compute
the cost associated with those controls. The details of the exact trajectory
optimizer are in Chapter 5. The cost function I use penalizes moving obstacle
sliders and dropping objects from the table but encourages getting the goal
object into the goal location.
I use the trajectory optimizer in a model-predictive control (MPC) frame-
work. Once I get an output control sequence from the optimizer, I do not
execute the whole sequence on the real-robot serially one after the other. In-
stead, I execute only the first action, update x0 with the observed state of
the system, and repeat the optimization to generate a new control sequence. I
repeat this process until the task is complete.
Such an optimization-based MPC approach to pushing manipulation is fre-
quently used to handle uncertainty and improve success in the real-world [3, 11,
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41, 54]. Here, our focus is to evaluate the performance of Parareal with learned
coarse model for planning and control.








Figure 7.2: Root mean square error (in log scale) of Parareal
along the full trajectory for single object pushing using both a
learned and an analytical coarse model (top). These results are
for a control sequence with 4 actions where the average object
displacement is 0.043 ˘ 0.033 m. The error at iteration four is
0. The learned coarse model gives a better Parareal convergence
rate. Sample motions for the learned coarse model (bottom,
right) and the analytical coarse model (bottom, right). The
learned coarse model’s prediction is closer to the fine model pre-
diction shown in green.
In our experiments, I investigate three key issues. First, I investigate how
fast Parareal converges to the fine solution for robotic pushing tasks with dif-
ferent coarse models. Second, I investigate the physics prediction accuracy of
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Parareal with respect to real-world pushing data. Finally, I demonstrate that
the Parareal physics model can be used to complete real-robot manipulation
tasks.
In Subsection 7.4.1 I provide preliminary information used throughout the
experiments. Subsection 7.4.2 investigates convergence of Parareal for two dif-
ferent coarse models – the analytical coarse model for single object pushing
and a learned coarse model for both single and multiple object pushing. In
Subsection 7.4.3 I present results from real-robot experiments. First, I compare
the accuracy of Parareal predictions against real-world pushing physics. Then,
I show several real-robot plan executions using Parareal with a learned coarse
physics model as predictive model.
7.4.1 Preliminaries
To generate physics-based robotic manipulation plans as fast as possible, I run
Mujoco at the largest possible time-step (1ms) in all our experiments. Beyond
this time-step the simulator becomes unstable, leading to unrealistically large
object accelerations and breakdown of the simulator. I use the 4th order Runge-
Kutta integrator for Mujoco. All computations run on a standard Laptop PC
with an Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-4712HQ CPU @2.3GHz with N “ 4 cores. Our
control sequences consist of four or eight actions, each applied for a control
duration ∆t “ 1s.
The software version used to create training data and run experiments was
Mujoco 2.00 with DeepMind DM Control bindings to Python 3.5 [91]. To
develop, train and test the coarse model the Keras API was used, which is built
in to TensorFlow 2.0. I used a learning rate of 5e-4 with 100 epochs and a batch
size of 1024 to train the neural network model.
Our real robot setup is shown in Figure 7.1. I have a Robotiq two-finger
gripper holding the cylindrical pusher of radius 1.45 cm. I place markers on the
pusher and sliders to sense their full pose in the environment with an OptiTrack
motion capture system. Sec. 7.1.1 states were defined to include orientation of
objects but, to keep experiments simple, I use cylindrical objects such that only
positions play a major role. The slider radius used in all experiments is 5.12 cm.
7.4.2 Parareal convergence
Parareal produces the exact fine physics solution when the number of iterations
is equal to the number of timeslices regardless of the coarse physics model [33,
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62]. The convergence rate for scalar ordinary differential equations was theo-
retically shown to be superlinear on bounded intervals [33]. However, for the
differential algebraic equations in Eq. 7.2 that describe the multi-contact dy-
namics problem, no such theoretical result exists and I study the convergence
rate numerically.
I investigate through experiments how fast Parareal converges using two
coarse models - the analytic model for single object pushing and the learned
model for both single object and multi-object pushing. At each iteration, I
compute a root mean square (RMS) error between Parareal’s predictions and the
fine model’s predictions of the corresponding sequence of states. I compute the
RMS error over only positions since I used cylindrical objects in all experiments.
7.4.2.1 Single object pushing
I randomly sample an initial state for the pusher and slider. I also randomly
sample a control sequence where the pusher contacts the slider at least once
during execution. Thereafter, I execute the control sequence starting from the
initial state using Parareal. For the sample state and control sequence, I perform
two runs, one using the learned model and the other using the analytical model
as coarse propagator in Parareal.
I collect 100 state and control sequence samples. The analytical model
makes a single step prediction 227.1 times faster than the fine model on average,
while the learned model is 228.4 times faster on average. For example, to
predict a 4s long trajectory, the fine model requires 1.22s while one iteration
of Parareal requires only 0.31s (for both models) on average. I see that both
coarse models are so fast that our actual speedup in using Parareal is almost
completely governed by the number of iterations.
Furthermore, for these samples, I also compute the RMS error between
Parareal and the fine model run in serial. The results are shown in Fig. 7.2 (left)
for a control sequence with 4 actions where the average object displacement is
0.043˘ 0.033 m.
I see that the learned model leads to faster convergence of Parareal than
the analytical model for single object pushing. One reason for this could be
that, in general, more accurate coarse models lead to better convergence. The
single-step prediction of the learned model, shown in read in Fig. 7.2 (right),
is much closer to the fine prediction shown in green than the analytical model
shown in Fig. 7.2 (center).





Figure 7.3: Root mean square error (in log scale) along the
full trajectory per slider in a 4-slider pushing experiment (top)
using only the learned model. Two sample motions are illus-
trated (bottom, left and right) for multi-object physics predic-
tion. These results are for a control sequence with 4 actions
where the average object displacement is 0.015˘ 0.029 m. The
error at iteration four is 0 except for accumulation of round-off
errors. I find that the learned model enables Parareal conver-
gence for the multi-object case.
7.4.2.2 Multi-object pushing
I randomly sample a valid initial state for the pusher and multiple sliders.
Then, similar to the single object pushing case, I also sample a random control
sequence that makes contact with at least one slider. I then predict the corre-
sponding sequence of states using Parareal. However, for multi-object pushing
I use only the learned model as the coarse physics model within Parareal. The
analytical model for single-object pushing would need significant modifications
to work for the multi-object case. Again, I collect 100 state and control se-
quence samples and run Parareal for each of them. Our results are shown in
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Fig. 7.3.
Fig. 7.3 (left) shows the RMS error per slider for each Parareal iteration.
While there are differences in the accuracy of the predictions for different slides,
all errors decrease and Parareal converges at a reasonable pace.
These results are for a control sequence with 4 actions and where average
object displacement is 0.015˘ 0.029 m. Some sample predictions are shown for
a 4 slider environment in Fig. 7.3 (center), and for a 2-slider environment in
Fig. 7.3 (right). In both scenes, the pusher moves forward making contact with
multiple sliders and Parareal is able to predict how the state evolves.
I also investigate Parareal convergence for a longer control sequence of 8
actions. I do this for single object and multi-object pushing where all other
conditions are the same as for the 4-action control sequence. Results can be
found in Fig. 7.4 (left) for multi-object pushing and Fig. 7.4 (right) for single
object pushing. The average object displacement for multi-object pushing is
0.034˘ 0.082 m and for single object pushing it is 0.046˘ 0.040 m. In general
I find a similar convergence trend for both learned and analytical models for
single and multi-object pushing.
Note that the shapes and sizes of the objects used are known and in fixed
order. Therefore the learned model naturally does not generalize to new ob-
jects. However, it can still be used to make rather coarse predictions for similar
objects.
7.4.3 Real robot experiments
In this section I investigate the physics prediction accuracy of Parareal with
respect to real-world pushing physics. I do this for the multi-object case. In
addition, I show real-world demonstrations for robotic manipulation where I
use Parareal for physics prediction.
7.4.3.1 Parareal prediction vs. real-world physics
Our coarse model neural network was trained using simulated data. Here, I
demonstrate that Parareal using the trained coarse model is also able to predict
real-world states. I randomly set an initial state in a real-world example by
selecting positions for the pusher and sliders. This state is recorded using our
motion capture system. Next, I sample a control sequence and let the real
robot execute it. Again, I record the corresponding sequence of states using
motion capture. Then, for the recorded initial state and control sequence pair,
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Figure 7.4: Root mean square error (in log scale) along the full
trajectory per object for single object pushing (bottom) and mul-
tiple object pushing (top) using only the learned model. Here
I consider a control sequence of 8 actions. The average object
displacement for multi-object pushing is 0.034˘0.082 m and for
single object pushing it is 0.046 ˘ 0.040 m. The error at itera-
tion eight is 0. I find that the convergence of Parareal appears
similar even with a longer control sequence.
I use Parareal to produce the corresponding sequence of states and compare the
result against the states measured for the real robot with optical tracking.
Figure 7.5 shows the RMS error between Parareal’s prediction at different
iteration numbers and the real-world pushing data. Vertical red bars indicate
95% confidence intervals.
Parareal’s real-world error decreases with increasing iteration numbers and
it is eventually twice as accurate as the coarse model. These results indicate
that Parareal’s predictions with a learned coarse model are indeed close to the
real-world physics predictions. Figure 7.7 shows snapshots of the experiments.
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Figure 7.5: Root mean square error along the full trajectory
for all 4 sliders measured with respect to the real-world pushing
data. The vertical bars indicate a 95% confidence interval of
the mean. The learned coarse physics model at iteration 0 has
the largest error and the fine model provides the best prediction
w.r.t the real-world pushing physics.
7.4.3.2 Planning and control
Figure 7.6: The resulting sequence of states for applying a
random control sequence starting from some random initial state
in the real-world. Our goal is to assess the accuracy of the
Parareal physics models with respect to real-world physics. I
collect 50 such samples. These are some snapshots for 3 of such
scenes - one per row with initial state on the left and final state
on the right.
I use the Parareal predictive model for robotic manipulation to generate
plans faster than using the fine model directly. In this section, I complete 3 real
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robot executions with Parareal at 1 iteration. I use the learned model as the
coarse model in all cases.
As can be seen in Figure 7.7, the robot’s task is to push the green slider into
the target region marked with X. The robot is allowed to make contact with
other sliders. An execution fails when a non-goal object is pushed into the goal
region or over the edge of the table.
The robot was successful for all 3 sample scenes. Some sample plans for
two scenes are shown in Figure 7.7. The third scene is shown in Figure 7.1. I
find that using Parareal with a learned coarse model for physics predictions, a
robot can successfully complete complex real-world pushing manipulation tasks
involving multiple objects. At 1 Parareal iteration, I complete the tasks about
4 times faster than directly using the fine model.
In general, I trade-off physics prediction accuracy with respect to time. An
important question then is how many iterations of Parareal to use for physics-
based robotic manipulation i.e. how accurate should the physics predictions
be? This depends on the manipulation task. For example, physics prediction
accuracy should be higher when a robot is tasked with pushing an object on a
narrow strip versus a large table where the chances of failure are lower.
Fig. 7.5 shows coarse physics errors (iteration 0) w.r.t. the real-world data of
up to 5cm which is about the radius of a slider. Therefore, I conclude that the
coarse model alone is not sufficient to complete the robotic manipulation task
considered here — an object can easily fall-off the table due to an inaccurately
planned action.
Furthermore, there is uncertainty during robotic pushing in the real-world
[97].Agboh, Ruprecht, and Dogar [5] showed that physics predictions with errors
below real-world stochasticity (e.g. position standard deviation at the end of
a real-world push) have similar planning success rates. Hence it is usually
pointless to have physics predictions as accurate as the fine model.
7.5 Summary
I demonstrate the use of Parareal to parallelize the predictive model in a robot
manipulation task involving multiple objects. As coarse model, I propose a
neural network, trained with a physics simulator. I show that for single object
pushing, Parareal converges faster with the learned model than with a coarse
physics-based model I introduced in Chapter 6. Furthermore, I show that
Parareal with the learned model as coarse propagator can successfully complete
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Figure 7.7: Robotic manipulation planning and control for 2
different scenes. The robot succeeds in all scenes using Parareal
with a learned coarse model for physics predictions. The third
planning and control scene is in Fig. 7.1.
tasks that involve pushing multiple objects. I also show that although a simu-
lator is used to provide training data, Parareal with a learned coarse model can
accurately predict experiments that involve pushing with a real robot.
An important question when combining coarse and fine models with Parareal
is the choice of a coarse model. Should one use a learned or analytical coarse
model? It depends on the task. If an intuitive, fast-to-compute model exists
for a task then one should use it, otherwise one can rely on a learned coarse




I presented planners and controllers for physics-based manipulation. Our focus
was on methods that improve real-world manipulation success under uncertainty
and in multi-contact environments, while achieving fluent/real-time execution.
I learned the following lessons:
• An online re-planning/closed-loop approach to physics-based manipula-
tion can significantly improve success rates under clutter and uncertainty.
• Given that physics simulations are computationally expensive, physics-
based planning and re-planning is typically slow. I demonstrated that real-
time re-planning cycles can be achieved through an appropriate underlying
planning algorithm - one that accepts warm-starts. Thus, I showed for
the first time, real-time reactive physics-based manipulation in clutter.
• I showed that fully robust open-loop plans are difficult to find/may not
exist for many multi-contact manipulation environments. Our approach of
interleaving robust open-loop execution and closed-loop control improved
success rates and lead to more fluent/real-time execution.
• Robots can adapt their actions to the accuracy requirements of a task
- pushing fast for low accuracy tasks and slow for high accuracy tasks.
In this thesis, I proposed a task-adaptive planning algorithm that makes
this possible. A robot can embrace uncertainty, and adapt to the accuracy
requirements of a task, by slowing down and generating “careful” motion
when the task requires high accuracy, and by speeding up and moving
fast when the task tolerates inaccuracy.
• I combined coarse and fine physics models to generate hybrid models.
The combination is possible thanks to the parallel-in-time integration al-
gorithm, Parareal. With these hybrid models, I showed a significant re-
duction in physics-based manipulation planning time, without sacrificing
success rates.
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• I showed faster Parareal convergence with a learned coarse physics model.
This translates to faster physics-based manipulation planning and control.
8.1 Limitations and Future Work
8.1.1 State estimation
Throughout this thesis, we rely on a motion capture system, Optitrack, to es-
timate the state of objects. This requires that markers are placed on objects.
While these markers are not aesthetically desirable, they allow for one to con-
duct more controlled experiments, where uncertainty can be induced during
state estimation. The focus of this thesis has been on the underlying planners
and controllers, not on scene perception with cameras. In future work, I plan to
investigate scene perception methods for robotic manipulation [95], and tightly
couple these methods with my planners and controllers.
8.1.2 Full observability
In this thesis, I assume that the state space is fully observable. I.e. we have
complete information about the position and velocities of all objects and the
robot. However, for some problems this assumption would not hold. For exam-
ple, imagine opening the shelf to retrieve a salt shaker, but it is not immediately
visible. It is probably hidden behind other objects in the fridge. In such settings,
it is not possible to know the state of all objects at all times. In future work,
I plan to integrate my planners and controllers within a partial observability
framework [44].
8.1.3 Deformable objects
Deformable objects such as ropes were not considered in this thesis. We used
a rigid body physics model assumption. An important question is how to rep-
resent and estimate the state of such deformable objects. Also, deformable
object physics predictions are currently much more computationally expensive
in comparison with rigid-bodies. In the future, I plan to build coarse models of
physics for deformable object manipulation [88, 35], and significantly speed-up
their predictions through parallel-in-time integration.
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8.1.4 Parallelization
Parallelization has been a central theme throughout this thesis. From paral-
lelization in stochastic trajectory optimization to parallelization across time, to
speed up physics predictions. Compute has become cheaper and more accessi-
ble, with more parallel cores becoming available. These advances will make the
algorithms presented in this thesis much more relevant with time, significantly
increasing their impact for robotic manipulation.
8.1.5 Robust or non-robust object motions
In this thesis, I proposed methods to generate robust robot manipulation plans.
However, they focused on the overall system state. However, individual object
motions can provide useful information for manipulation planning and control.
Robot actions can result in object motions that are robust or non-robust. In
Fig. 8.1, I show an example of object motions that result in an overall robust or
non-robust trajectory. I generate several sample initial states as shown on the
left image, varying initial object positions, around their current position. Then
I apply the forward robot motion shown. In the right image I see the resulting
state distribution for several objects, at the end of a single action. The object
position distribution is smaller at the final state for the cylinder compared with
the initial state. Hence, this is a robust action for the cylinder. However, the
opposite is the case for the box. The final object position distribution is larger
for the box. This is due to the fact that sometimes the gripper makes contact
with it, and rotates it, and other times it does not. The action is non-robust
for the box.
The overall robustness of an action in these scenes is then judged through
the aggregate of these robust and non-robust object motions. An important
direction for future work is to identify ’important’ objects of interest for a given
task. Then one can focus planning on making these object motions robust.
8.1.6 Uncertainty model
In this work, we used simplified uncertainty models that are mainly based on
randomly changing physics parameters in a simulator. This is only an approx-
imation of the real world stochastic phenomena. I will work toward finding
uncertainty models that better describe the real world physics stochasticity es-
pecially for manipulation in clutter.
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Figure 8.1: An example of robust and non-robust object mo-
tions in a given trajectory segment. On the left image, each
object takes several possible positions. This illustrates the ini-
tial state uncertainty. After a robot motion that pushes on both
a cylinder to the left and a box to the right, the size of the state
uncertainties change. It is smaller for the cylinder to the left,
and larger for the box to the right. Hence the cylinder’s motion
is robust and the boxes’ motion is not.
8.1.7 Task adaptivity with physics models
Different tasks require different degrees of accuracy [2]. For example, think of
searching for a sock in the sock drawer, versus searching for a wine glass in the
glass cabinet. It is okay for a robot’s physics predictions to be coarse in the
former example, which is not the case in the latter. Parareal can be used to
explore this spectrum, and generate coarse predictions when it is sufficient for
the task, and more accurate predictions as the task requires.
8.2 Summary
In this thesis I addressed the problems of uncertainty and multi-contact inter-
actions during physics-based manipulation. To handle uncertainty, I proposed
robust open-loop methods, closed-loop methods, and a combination of both.
To achieve real-time planning/re-planning, I proposed two approaches. First, a
new stochastic trajectory optimization algorithm that accepts warm-starts, such
that re-planning only takes a few iterations to converge. Second, I introduced
hybrid physics models through a combination of coarse and fine physics mod-
els. These hybrid models are as accurate as the fine model but are significantly
faster to compute, thanks to parallel computing.
I believe that through the physics-based manipulation planning and control
algorithms presented in this thesis, we as a society can get closer to seeing
robots in our everyday lives.
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